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Dear Collector:

W

elcome to our Spring 2018 Animation & Disneyana Auction! We’re offering some of the
finest examples of vintage and contemporary animation art and ephemera we’ve ever handled.
A particularly rich collection of Disneyana can be found throughout this colorful catalog, from
original cels and art to Disneyland and Walt Disney World park items including park used
attraction posters, costumes and props.There is truly something for everyone here and we know
you will be as delighted as we are with this catalog.
Some highlights include:
•
•
•
•

Harper Goff concept art from Disneyland and Walt Disney World.
Disney Parks remote controlled R2-D2.
Animatronic pirates head from Disneyland Pirates of the Caribbean.
Animatronic “Mickey Mouse”, “Pluto” and Country Bear Jamboree bear from Disneyland.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride attraction vehicle.
Charles Schulz original comic strips.
Ernest Shepard and Dr. Seuss original drawings.
“Cinderella” and “Prince Charming” animation set-up from the ballroom scene.
Lady and the Tramp animation set-up from the Bella Nolte scene.
Keith Haring original animation art.
The Transformers original series production art.
Sam McKim original Disneyland Horseshoe Saloon concept painting.
Toulouse Lautrec original lithograph of May Milton.
Walt Disney Last Will and Testament.

Also keep in mind that we are happy to assist those who are interested in consigning.
Please contact us with any questions. Thank you for participating, and best of luck to you!

Joe Maddalena and the PIH Team

www . profilesinhistory . com
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“CONDITIONS OF SALE”
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PROFILES IN
HISTORY AND BIDDER. BY EITHER
REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A
BID, THE BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND ENTERS INTO
A LEGALLY, BINDING, ENFORCEABLE
AGREEMENT
WITH
PROFILES
IN
HISTORY.
The following terms and conditions constitute the
sole terms and conditions under which Profiles
in History (“Profiles”) will offer for sale and sell
the property described in the Catalog. These
Conditions of Sale constitute a binding agreement
between the Bidder and Profiles with respect to
the auction. By bidding at auction, whether in
person, through an agent or representative, by
telephone, facsimile, on-line, absentee bid, or by
any other form of bid or by any other means, the
Bidder acknowledges the thorough reading and
understanding of all of these Conditions of Sale,
all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all
matters incorporated herein by reference, and
agrees to be fully bound thereby.
NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER
UNLESS THE BIDDER HAS FULLY
REVIEWED AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE
“CONDITIONS OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED
IN THE CATALOG OR ON-LINE, AS WELL
AS THE TERMS OF THE REGISTRATION
FORM.
BY PLACING ANY BID, THE
BIDDER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS
TO PROFILES THAT HE OR SHE HAS
FULLY REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE
BOUND BY ALL OF THESE “CONDITIONS
OF SALE” AND THE TERMS OF THE
REGISTRATION FORM. WITHOUT SUCH
REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY AND
AGREEMENT, PROFILES WOULD NOT
PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID.
Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements
between the Bidder and Profiles including but not
limited to these Conditions of Sale are entered
into in Los Angeles County, California, which
is where the agreements are to be performed
and the auction to take place, no matter where
Bidder is situated and no matter by what means
or where Bidder was informed of the auction
and regardless of whether catalogs, materials, or
other communications were received by Bidder
in another location. Both Profiles and the Bidder
agree that any disputes under these Conditions of
Sale, the subject matter hereof, the entering into,
or any aspect of the auction, shall be exclusively
governed by California law, and that any and all
claims or actions shall be brought and maintained
only in Los Angeles County, California in a State
or Federal Court to the exclusion of any other
venue, locale or jurisdiction. All parties submit to
such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and Profiles agree
that these provisions are intended to be binding
on all parties and that they shall solely control
choice-of-law, venue and jurisdiction in the event
of any dispute specifically including third party
claims and cross-actions brought by either Profiles
or Bidder, and that absent such agreement, Profiles
would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any
violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall
entitle the affected party to reasonable attorney
fees and litigation costs in addition to all other
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available remedies, all of which remain reserved.
The parties agree that Profiles shall be entitled to
present these Conditions of Sale to a court in any
jurisdiction other than set forth in this paragraph
as conclusive evidence of the parties’ agreement,
and the parties further agree that the court shall
immediately dismiss any action filed in such
jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any other provision
herein, the prevailing party in any claim, dispute
or litigation between the parties shall be entitled
to an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs
of litigation.
Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all
property will be offered by Profiles solely as
agent for the seller or consignor of the property
(“Consignor”) and not on its own behalf.
Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent
possible, with California procedures regarding the
bonding of auctioneers.
1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment.
The term, “Final Bid Price” means the amount
of the highest bid acknowledged and acceptable
to Profiles. The term, “Purchase Price” means
the sum of (1) the Final Bid Price; (2) a premium
payable by the successful Bidder (also referred to
throughout these Conditions of Sale as “Buyer”)
equal to twenty four percent (24%) of the Final
Bid Price [discounted to twenty percent (20%)
of the Final Bid Price if paid in full in cash or by
valid check]; or twenty eight percent (28%) if bid
on and won through the internet; (3) applicable
taxes (including California and local sales tax and/
or compensating use tax based upon the purchase
price unless exempted by law and/or where Buyer
presents an original, valid resale certificate with a
copy for Profiles’ records from the California State
Board of Equalization); (4) shipping, handling
and insurance coverage if requested by Buyer
and agreed upon by Profiles. Profiles may accept
current and valid VISA, MasterCard, Discover
and American Express credit or debit cards for
payment but under the express condition that any
property purchased by credit or debit card shall
not be refundable, returnable, or exchangeable,
and that no credit to Buyer’s credit or debit card
account will be issued under any circumstances.
The last sentence constitutes Profiles’ “official
policy” regarding returns, refunds, and exchanges
where credit or debit cards are used. For payment
other than by cash, delivery will not be made
unless and until full payment has been actually
received by Profiles, i.e., check has fully cleared or
credit or debit card funds fully obtained.
Profiles has been authorized by the seller or
consignor to retain, as partial remuneration, the
premium set forth as number (2) in this paragraph.
Unless otherwise agreed in a writing signed by
Profiles, payment in full is due within seven
calendar days of the auction or within five
calendar days of the invoice date, whichever is
later. PROFILES SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT,
AND THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER HEREBY
UNCONDITIONALLY AND IRREVOCABLY
PR E-AUTHORIZES
PROFILES,
TO
CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT ALL
AMOUNTS OWED FROM ALL CREDIT
AND/OR DEBIT ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED
TO PROFILES BY THE SUCCESSFUL
BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN THE
EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER

1-310-859-7701

DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT
UNDER THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN
SUCH EVENT, THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
AUTHORIZES PROFILES TO COLLECT
ALL AMOUNTS OWED FROM ANY OF
SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE SUCCESSFUL
BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST ANY SUCH
CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT CHARGE
ON THE GROUND THAT PROFILES WAS
NOT SO AUTHORIZED.
2. Title. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer,
title to the offered lot will pass to the highest
bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer but fully
subject to Buyer’s compliance with all of the terms
of the Conditions of Sale and the Registration
Form.
3. Rights Reserved. Profiles reserves the right
to withdraw any lot before or at the time of the
auction, and/or to postpone the auction of all or
any lots or parts thereof, for any reason. Profiles
shall not be liable to any Bidder in the event of
such withdrawal or postponement under any
circumstances. Profiles reserves the right to refuse
to accept bids from anyone.
4. Auctioneer’s Discretion. Prof iles shall
determine opening bids and bidding increments.
The auctioneer has the right in its absolute
discretion to reject any bid in the event of dispute
between bidders or if the auctioneer has doubt as
to the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding
at its absolute discretion and to determine the
successful bidder in the event of a dispute between
bidders, to continue the bidding or to reoffer and
resell the lot in question. In the event of a dispute
after the sale, Profiles’ record of final sale shall be
conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject any bid
and withdraw the lot from sale if the auctioneer
decides either that any opening bid is below the
reserve (see paragraph 5 below) of the lot or article
or that an advance is insufficient. Unless otherwise
announced by the auctioneer at the time of sale, no
lots may be divided for the purpose of sale.
5. Reserves. Lots may be subject to a reserve
which is the confidential minimum price below
which the lot will not be sold. Although the
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot below
the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of the seller,
Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve by
bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to
bid on behalf of the seller up to the reserve amount
either through consecutive bids or by placing bids
in response to other bidders. Consignors may not
bid on their own lots or property. If the consignor
is indebted to or has a monetary guarantee from
Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles may
have an interest in an offered lot and the proceeds
therefrom apart from Profiles’ commissions, and
Profiles may bid thereon to protect such interest.
In such instance, Profiles is entitled to its standard
commission rate when a lot is “bought-in” to
protect its interest.
6. Risk and Responsibility; Agency. The buyer
shall, once deemed the highest bidder on the
fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, bear all risk and
responsibility for the lot, and neither Profiles, its
agents nor employees, shall thereafter be liable for
any loss or damage to the property. The buyer will
also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase
at such time if requested by the auctioneer. All

bidders are deemed to be acting as principals
unless Profiles acknowledges in writing prior
to the auction that the bidder is acting as agent
for another party. In the absence of such written
acknowledgment, the bidder guarantees payment
of the Purchase Price of a successful bid.
7. Possession and Removal Charges. No portion
of any lot may be removed from the premises or
possession transferred to Buyer unless Buyer has
fully complied with these Conditions of Sale and
the terms of the Registration Form, and unless
and until Profiles has received the Purchase Price
funds in full. Notwithstanding the above, all
property must be removed from the premises by
Buyer at his or her sole expense not later than
seven (7) calendar days from the invoice date.
If all or any property has not been so removed
within that time, in addition to any other remedies
available to Profiles all of which are reserved,
a handling charge of one percent (1%) of the
Purchase Price per month will be assessed and
payable to Profiles by Buyer, with a minimum of
five percent (5%) assessed and payable to Profiles
by Buyer for any property not removed within
sixty (60) days. Profiles shall additionally have the
option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any
of such property to a public warehouse at the full
risk and expense of Buyer. Profiles, in addition,
reserves the right to impose a late charge of fifteen
percent (15%) per year on the Purchase Price if
Buyer does not make full payment in accordance
herewith. Profiles and Buyer acknowledge and
agree that these charges are reasonably imposed
to partially compensate Profiles for losses and
expenses associated with any such delays.
8. Off-Site Bidding. Bidding by telephone,
facsimile-transmission (fax-in), on-line, or
absentee bidding (advance written bids submitted
by mail) are offered solely as a convenience
and permitted subject to advance arrangements,
availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall
be exercised at Profiles’ sole discretion. Neither
Profiles nor its agents or employees shall be held
liable for the failure to execute bids or for errors
relating to any transmission or execution thereof.
In order to be considered for off-site bidding in
any manner, Bidders must comply with all of these
Conditions of Sale and the terms contained on the
Registration Form.
9. Profiles’ Remedies. Failure of the Bidder/Buyer
to comply with any of these Conditions of Sale or
the terms of the Registration Form, is an event of
default. In such event, Profiles may, in addition to
any other available remedies specifically including
the right to hold the defaulting Bidder/Buyer
liable for the Purchase Price or to charge and
collect from the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s credit
or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein:
(a) cancel the sale, retaining any payment made
by the Buyer as damages (the Bidder/Buyer
understands and acknowledges that Profiles will be
substantially damaged should such default occur,
and that damages under sub-part (a) are necessary
to compensate Profiles for such damages; (b) resell
the property without reserve at public auction or
privately; (c) charge the Bidder/Buyer interest on
the Purchase Price at the rate of one and one-half
per cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable
interest rate; (d) take any other action that
Profiles, in its sole discretion, deems necessary or
appropriate to preserve and protect Profiles’ rights

and remedies. Should Profiles resell the property,
the original defaulting buyer shall be liable for the
payment of any deficiency in the purchase price
and all costs and expenses associated therewith ,
including but not limited to warehousing, salesrelated expenses, reasonable attorney fees and
court costs, commissions, incidental damages and
any other charges due hereunder which were not
collected or collectable.
In the event that such buyer is the successful
bidder on more than one lot and pays less than
the purchase price for the total lots purchased,
Profiles shall apply the payment received to such
lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole discretion, deems
appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise such
discretion, the lots to which the payment shall
be applied will be in descending order from the
highest purchase price to the lowest.
Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions
of Sale shall be deemed to have granted Profiles a
security interest in, and Profiles may retain as
collateral such security for such buyer’s obligations
to Profiles, any property in Profiles’ possession
owned by such buyer. Profiles shall have the
benefit of all rights of a secured party under the
Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted
by the state of California.
10. Warranties. Profiles does not provide any
warranties to Bidders or Buyers, whether express
or implied, beyond those expressly provided for in
these Conditions of Sale. All property and lots are
sold “as is” and “where is.” By way of illustration
rather than limitation, neither Profiles nor the
consignor makes any representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, as to merchantability or
fitness for intended use, condition of the property
(including any condition report), correctness of
description, origin, measurement, quality, rarity,
importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution,
source, provenance, date, authorship, condition,
culture, genuineness, value, or period of the
property.
Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consignor
makes any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to whether the Buyer acquires rights in
copyright or other intellectual property (including
exhibition or reproduction rights) or whether the
property is subject to any limitations such as ‘droit
morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting
works of art. Bidder/Buyer acknowledges and
agrees that if the property embodies any copyright,
trademark, or other intellectual property, by the
purchase of such property, Buyer/Bidder is
not acquiring any interest in any copyright,
trademark or other intellectual property that may
be embodied or ref lected in such property, but
is acquiring only such physical embodiment
and/or ref lection.
Profiles does not make
any representation or warranty as to title. All
descriptions, photographs, illustrations, and
terminology including but not limited to words
describing condition (including any condition
reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period,
culture, source, origin, measurement, quality,
rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition,
and relevance, used in the catalog, bill of sale,
invoice, or anywhere else, represent a good faith
effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the
lots and property offered for sale as to origin,
date, condition, and other information contained
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therein; they are statements of opinion only. They
are not representations or warranties and Bidder
agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall not
rely on them in determining whether or not to
bid or for what price. Price estimates (which are
determined well in advance of the auction and
are therefore subject to revision) and condition
reports are provided solely as a convenience to
Bidders and are not intended nor shall they be
relied on by Bidders as statements, representations
or warranties of actual value or predictions of final
bid prices. Bidders are accorded the opportunity to
inspect the lots and to otherwise satisfy themselves
as to the nature and sufficiency of each lot prior
to bidding, and Profiles urges Bidders to avail
themselves accordingly. Lots and property are not
returnable to Profiles for any reason except under
Buyer’s limited Remedies set forth in Section 13
below and under the express terms and conditions
of Section 13.
11. Limitation of Damages. In the event that
Profiles is prevented for any reason from delivering
any property to Buyer or Buyer is otherwise
dissatisfied with the performance of Profiles,
the liability, if any, of Profiles, shall be limited
to, and shall not exceed, the amount actually
paid for the property by Buyer. In no event shall
Profiles be liable for incidental, special, indirect,
exemplary or consequential damages of any kind,
including but not limited to loss of profits, value
of investment or opportunity cost.
12. Unauthorized Statements. Under no
circumstances is any employee, agent or
representative of Profiles authorized by Profiles to
modify, amend, waive or contradict any of these
Terms and Conditions, any term or condition set
forth on the Registration Form, any warranty
or limitation or exclusion of warranty, any term
or condition in either the Registration Form or
these Terms and Conditions regarding payment
requirements, including but not limited to due
date, manner of payment, and what constitutes
payment in full, or any other term or condition
contained in any documents issued by Profiles
unless such modification, amendment, waiver or
contradiction is contained in a writing signed by
all parties. Any statements, oral or written, made
by employees, agents or representatives of Profiles
to Bidder, including statements regarding specific
lots, even if such employee, agent or representative
represents that such statement is authorized, unless
reduced to a writing signed by all parties, are
statements of personal opinion only and are not
binding on Profiles, and under no circumstances
shall be relied on by Bidder as a statement,
representation or warranty of Profiles.
13. Buyer’s Remedies. This section sets forth
the sole and exclusive remedies of Buyer in
conformity with Sections 10 (“Warranties”) and
11 (“Limitation of Damages”) herein, and is
expressly in lieu of any other rights or remedies
which might be available to Buyer by law. The
Buyer hereby accepts the benefit of the consignor’s
warranty of title and any other representations and
warranties made by the consignor for the Buyer’s
benefit. In the event that Buyer proves in writing
to Profiles’ satisfaction that there was a breach of
the consignor’s warranty of title concerning a lot
purchased by Buyer, Profiles shall make demand
upon the consignor to pay to Buyer the Purchase
Price (including any premiums, taxes, or other
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amounts paid or due to Profiles). Should the
consignor not pay the Purchase Price to Buyer
within thirty days after such demand, Profiles
shall disclose the identity of the consignor to
Buyer and assign to Buyer all of Profiles’ rights
against the consignor with respect to such lot or
property. Upon such disclosure and assignment, all
responsibility and liability, if any, of Profiles with
respect to said lot or property shall automatically
terminate. Profiles shall be entitled to retain the
premiums and other amounts paid to Profiles
- this remedy is as to the consignor only. The
rights and remedies provided herein are for the
original Buyer only and they may not be assigned
or relied upon by any transferee or assignee under
any circumstances. Lots containing ten or more
items are not returnable under any circumstances.
The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must
be made, if at all, within thirty (30) days of the
date of sale.
14. Headings. Headings are for convenience only
and shall not be used to interpret the substantive
sections to which they refer.
15. Entire Agreement. These Conditions of Sale
constitute the entire agreement between the
parties together with the terms and conditions
contained in the Registration Form. They may
not be amended, modified or superseded except
in a signed writing executed by all parties. No
oral or written statement by anyone employed
by Profiles or acting as agent or representative of
Profiles may amend, modify, waive or supersede
the terms herein unless such amendment, waiver
or modification is contained in a writing signed
by all parties. If any part of these Conditions
of Sale are for any reason deemed invalid or
enforceable, the remaining portions shall remain
fully enforceable without regard to the invalid or
unenforceable provisions.
AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES
Conditions of Sale
Before you bid, you must read the Conditions of
Sale, immediately preceding these pages. They
represent a contract between Profiles and you, and
they contain important terms and conditions such
as jurisdiction, payment terms, warranties and
remedies. The Conditions of Sale are controlling
over these general guidelines in the event of any
conf licts between their respective terms.
Estimate Prices
In addition to descriptive information, each entry
in the catalog includes a price range which ref lects
opinion as to the price expected at auction. These
are based upon various factors including prices
recently paid at auction for comparable property,
condition, rarity, quality, history, provenance.
Estimates are prepared well in advance of the
sale and subject to revision. Estimates do not
include the buyer’s premium or sales tax (see
under separate heading). See Paragraph 10 of the
Conditions of Sale for important restrictions as to
reliance on estimated prices.
Reserves
The reserve is the minimum price the seller is
willing to accept and below which a lot will not
be sold. This amount is confidential and will not
exceed the low pre-sale estimate.
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Owned or Guaranteed Property
Profiles in History generally offers property
consigned by others for sale at public auction;
occasionally, lots are offered that are the property
of Profiles in History.
Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax
The actual purchase price will be the sum of
the final bid price plus the buyer’s premium of
twenty four percent (24%) of the hammer price
(discounted to 20% when full payment is made in
cash or by valid check); or twenty eight percent
(28%) if bid on and won through the internet.
California sales tax shall automatically be added
to the purchase price unless exempted.
Before the Auction
You may attend pre-sale viewing for all of
our auctions at no charge. All property to be
auctioned is usually on view for several days
prior to the sale. You are encouraged to examine
lots thoroughly. You may also request condition
reports (see below). Profiles in History’s staff are
available at viewings and by appointment.
Hours of Business
Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. on weekdays. The viewing schedule for the
auction is published in the front of the auction
catalog.
Condition Reports
If you wish to obtain additional information on
a particular lot, or cannot appear at the viewing,
Profiles in History may provide, upon request, a
condition report. We remind prospective buyers
that descriptions of property are not warranted
and that each lot is sold “as is” in accordance with
the terms of the limited warranty. Condition
reports, as other descriptions of property, are
not warranted; they are only provided as a
service to interested clients. Neither Profiles in
History nor the consignor make any express or
implied representation or warranty concerning
the condition of any lot offered for sale; any
information furnished does not modify or negate
the limited warranty contained in the Conditions
of Sale. See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of
Sale for important restrictions as to reliance on
condition reports.
Registration
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will
need to register with us. Please arrive 30 or
45 minutes before the sale to complete bidder
registration and to receive a numbered paddle
to identify you if you are the successful bidder.
If you are a new client, or if you have not made
a recent purchase at Profiles in History, you
may be asked to supply bank and/or other credit
references when you register. To avoid any delay
in the release of your purchases, we suggest that
you pre-arrange check or credit approval. If so,
please contact Profiles in History at (310) 8597701 or by fax at (310) 859-3842.
You must acknowledge having read your
agreement with all of the Conditions of Sale prior
to your registration and prior to your bidding on
any lot.
The Auction
All auctions are open to registered bidders only.
You must register to bid or otherwise participate.

Bidding
Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical
order, as it appears in the catalog. The auctioneer
will accept bids from those present in the
salesroom or absentee bidders participating by
telephone, internet or by written bid left with
Profiles in History in advance of the auction.
The auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf
of the consignor to protect the reserve, either by
entering bids in response to salesroom, telephone,
internet or absentee bids. Under no circumstances
will the auctioneer place any bid on behalf of the
consignor at or above the reserve. The auctioneer
will not specifically identify bids placed on behalf
of the consignor to protect the reserve.
Bidding Increments: See registration page.
Absentee Bids
If you cannot attend an auction, it is possible to
bid by other means. The most common is the
absentee bid, sometimes called an “order bid.”
Absentee bids are written instructions from you
directing Profiles in History to bid for you on
one or more lots up to a maximum amount you
specify for each lot. Profiles in History staff
will execute your absentee bid as reasonably as
possible, taking into account the reserve price
and other bids. There is no charge for this
service. If identical bids are submitted by two or
more parties, the first bid received by Profiles
in History will take preference. The auctioneer
may execute bids for absentee bidders directly
from the podium, clearly identifying these as
order bids. Absentee Bid Forms are available in
the back of every auction catalog and also may
be obtained at any Profiles in History location.
See Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for
absentee bid details.
Telephone Bids
It is also possible to bid by telephone if you
cannot attend an auction. Arrangements should
be confirmed at least one day in advance of the
sale with Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701.
Profiles in History staff will execute telephone
bids from designated areas in the salesroom. See
Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for
telephone bid details.
Internet Bids
Profiles in History is pleased to offer live Internet
bidding at www.profilesinhistory.com. To ensure
proper registration, those Bidders intending to
bid via the Internet must visit this site and
register accordingly at least one full day prior
to the actual auction. Please be aware that there
is a minimum 3-second delay in the audio and
visual feeds, which may confuse some bidders. If
you have questions about this feature, please call
Profiles in History well in advance of the auction.
Winning bidders will be notified by Profiles in
History. Profiles in History is not and cannot be
responsible or liable for any problems, delays, or
any other issues or problems resulting out of use
of the Internet generally or specifically, including
but not limited to transmission, execution or
processing of bids.
PLEASE NOTE: On some occasions beyond the
control of Profiles in History, the Internet bid
software or the Internet itself may not physically
keep up with the pace of the auction. In order to
help avoid disappointment, Profiles in History

recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now.
Occasionally the auctioneer may eliminate or
reject an internet live bid, and the auctioneer may
also reopen a lot after the close of the internet live
bidding (typically but not always because a f loor
bid or a telephone bid was missed), and your bid
may be rejected even if you were shown to be the
winning bidder. By bidding via the internet, you
acknowledge and agree that Profiles in History
may award the lot to another bidder at its sole
and final discretion under the circumstances
described above or under any other reasonable
circumstances. Since the internet bids are not
shown to Profiles in History until Profiles in
History opens the lot on the f loor, Profiles in
History treats those bids the same as f loor or
telephone bids. In most cases, however, the f loor
and/or telephone responds before the internet bid
is presented, due to live Internet bid software or
Internet lag time, so for consistency it is Profiles
in History’s policy that f loor bids and telephone
bids are always considered first over internet bids
with f loor bids being considered before telephone
bids. Also please note that all Profiles in History
lots purchased through the internet carry a 28%
Buyer’s Premium. Profiles in History strongly
urges the bidder to resolve any questions about
these policies or their implementation PRIOR
TO BIDDING.
Successful Bids
The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates
the final bid. Profiles in History will record the
paddle number of the buyer. If your salesroom
or absentee bid is successful, you will be notified
after the sale by mailed or emailed invoice.
Unsold Lots
If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is bought-in.
In other words, it remains unsold and is returned
to the consignor.
AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
You are expected to pay for your purchases in
full within seven calendar days of the sale or five
calendar days from the invoice date, whichever
is later, and to remove the property you have
bought by that date.
Shipping
After payment has been made in full, buyer to
make arrangement to have property packed,
insured and shipped at buyer’s own expense. For
shipping information, please contact Profiles in
History at (310) 859-7701. Please remember that
the buyer is responsible for all shipping charges
from Profiles in History’s offices in California to
the buyer’s door.
As noted in the catalog descriptions, some lots
are located in Orlando, Florida. It is the buyer’s
reponsibility to arrange for the items to be
packed, shipped and insured through a local agent
at buyer’s expense.

THE SELLER
Auction Estimate
If you are considering selling your property, you
can bring items to our Calabasas, CA salesroom
by appointment only. If a visit is not practical, you
may instead send a clear photograph together with
dimensions and any other pertinent information
you may have. Profiles in History cannot be
responsible or liable in any case for damage or loss
to photographs or other information sent.
Consignment Agreement
If you decide to sell your property at auction,
the procedures are simple and you should find
Profiles in History staff helpful to you throughout
the process. After discussions with our staff you
will receive a contract (Consignment Agreement)
to sign, setting forth terms and fees for services
we can provide, such as insurance, shipping and
catalog illustrations. For all categories, Profiles
in History’s standard consignor commission rates
are fifteen percent (15%) of the final bid price.
Profiles in History generally charges a minimum
commission of $100 for each lot sold. Profiles in
History will discuss with you a suggested reserve
price and our recommendations for pre-sale
estimates for each piece of property you consign
for sale. The terms and conditions contained in
the actual Consignment Agreement will govern
our respective rights and obligations; those terms
and conditions are controlling over these general
guidelines.
Delivery of Property to Profiles in History
After you have consigned property to us for sale,
you can either bring your property to Profiles
in History yourself, arrange with your own
shipper to deliver it to us or Profiles in History
can arrange for it to be shipped through their
shipping department. We are always happy to
assist you. For more information please contact
us at (310) 859-7701. Property usually arrives at
Profiles in History at least three months before
the sale in order to allow time to research, catalog
and photograph the items. Prior to the auction
your property is generally stored at Profiles in
History’s facilities.
Pre-Auction Notification
Several weeks before the scheduled sale, along
with thousands of Profiles in History’s worldwide
subscribers, you should be receiving a copy of the
sale catalog in which your property is offered.
After approximately 45 days following completion
of the sale, pending payment by the purchaser,
you will be sent payment for your sold property
and a settlement statement itemizing the selling
commission and other damages.
Catalog I mages:
Some of the images representing group lots may
show replicated photographs to illustrate count.
Items are sold “as is” no returns on group lots.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN
THIS CATALOG ARE SOLD IN “AS IS”
CONDITION. NO RETURNS.

“SALE OF AUTOGRAPHED MEMORABILIA: AS REQUIRED BY LAW, A DEALER WHO SELLS TO A CONSUMER ANY
MEMORABILIA DESCRIBED AS BEING
AUTOGRAPHED MUST PROVIDE A
WRITTEN CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY AT THE TIME OF SALE. THIS
DEALER MAY BE SURETY BONDED
OR OTHERWISE INSURED TO ENSURE
THE AUTHENTICITY OF ANY COLLECTIBLE SOLD BY THIS DEALER.”
Accordingly, Profiles in History will provide a COA in compliance with section
1739.7 for all individual lots noted as
“signed”/“autographed” pursuant to the
“Terms of Guarantee” as stated in Section 10
in the Conditions of Sale. Conversely, group
lots are strictly sold AS IS, without implied
or express representation or warranty of
authenticity of any items in the lot, and no
item in such group lot is being described or
has been described, expressly or implicitly,
as being autographed. The bidder/buyer
will have to determine on his or her own
the authenticity of any items in such group
lot, without recourse to the auction house or
consignor. By bidding and/or buying such
group lot the bidder/buyer acknowledges,
represents, warrants and agrees that there
has been no representation made that any
part of the group lot is autographed or is authentic. In order to bid/buy such lot, the bidder/buyer hereby agrees that no such representation has been made to him or her, and
he or she hereby waives any remedies available to him/her under section 1739.7 or any
other law of any jurisdiction or territory. If
the buyer/bidder cannot freely make such
acknowledgment, representation, warranty,
agreement, and waiver of any rights as set
forth above, the buyer/bidder must not bid
on/buy the group lot. The buyer agrees to
sign a waiver/release upon placing a winning bid in substantially similar form as to
what is set forth herein."

Sales Results
Interested clients may obtain sale results for
specific lots at least three business days after the
auction by calling Profiles in History at (310)
859-7701.
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1. Disney’s “Oswald the Lucky Rabbit” production drawing from a theatrical short.
(Walt Disney, 1927) Extremely rare. Created by
Ub Iwerks and Walt Disney for funny animal films
distributed by Universal Studios. In 1928, Charles
Mintz took the rights of Oswald from Walt Disney.
As a replacement to compete with Oswald the
Lucky Rabbit, Ub Iwerks created Mickey Mouse
for the Walt Disney Studio. Accomplished in
graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12
in. Image area is 2 x 3.5 in. Unexamined out of the
frame. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000

2. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from Steam
Boat Willie. (Walt Disney, 1928) Steamboat Willie was the
third of Mickey’s films to be produced but was the first to be
distributed because Walt Disney, having seen The Jazz Singer,
had committed himself to producing the first sound cartoon.
Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5
x 12 in. Image area is 3 x 4 in. Unexamined out of the frame.
In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000

3. “Mickey Mouse” and “Minnie Mouse” production layout
drawing from The Delivery Boy. (Walt Disney, 1931) Accomplished
in colored pencil on animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. From the
Les Clark estate. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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4. “Minnie Mouse” production drawing from Building a Building.
(Walt Disney, 1933) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. Image size is 4 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

7. “Pluto” production drawing from The Goddess of Spring. (Walt
Disney, 1934) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation
paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. Image size is 8 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

5. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from The Dognapper. (Walt
Disney, 1934) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5
x 12 in. Image area is 2.5 x 3 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

8. “Donald Duck” production drawing from The Dognapper. (Walt
Disney, 1934) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5 x
12 in. Image area is 2.5 x 3 in. In fine condition. $200 - $400

6. “Donald Duck” production drawing from Orphan’s Benefit. (Walt
Disney, 1934) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 9.5
x 12 in. Image is 3.5. In fine condition. $200 - $400

9. “Donald Duck” and “Eagle” production drawing from Alpine
Climbers by Carl Barks. (Walt Disney, 1936) Accomplished in graphite and
colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image area is 6.5 x
9 in. Initialed by Carl Barks. In fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

www . profilesinhistory . com
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10. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from Mickey’s Polo Match.
(Walt Disney, 1936) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring
10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. Small tears along the very bottom of the drawing. Otherwise, in fine condition. $300 - $600

13. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from The Worm Turns.
(Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image is 5 in. In fine condition.
$200 - $400

11. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from Mickey’s Elephant.
(Walt Disney, 1936) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring
10 x 12 in. Image size is 4 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

14. “Goofy” production layout drawing from Moose Hunters. (Walt
Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring
10 x 12 in. Once folded down the middle. Otherwise, in fine condition.
$400 - $700

12. “Pluto” model drawing. (Walt Disney, 1930s) This gorgeous drawing
is extremely rare. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation
paper measuring 10 x 12 in. In fine condition. $1,200 - $1,700

15. “Goofy” production drawing from Clock Cleaners. (Walt Disney,
1937) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper
measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600
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16. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from Mickey’s Circus.
(Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. In fine condition.
$500 - $800

17. “W.C. Fields” and “Charlie McCarthy” production drawing
from Mother Goose Goes Hollywood. (Walt Disney, 1938) Accomplished in
graphite on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Drawn by T. Hee. In fine
condition. $300 - $600

18. “Donald Duck” and his two
Nephews playing golf production
cels on an airbrushed Courvoisier
background from Donald’s Golf
Game. (Walt Disney, 1938) Cels are
trimmed and applied to the Courvoisier
background that measures 8.5 x 11 in.
As prepared at Disney for sale through
Courvoisier Galleries. In fine condition.
$3,000 - $4,000

19. “Mickey Mouse” and “Grizzly
Bear” production cel from a Mickey
Mouse theatrical short. (Walt Disney,
1930s) Untrimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in.
Image area is 6.5 x 8.5 in. In fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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20. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from Brave Little
Tailor. (Walt Disney, 1938) Accomplished in graphite and colored
pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 4.6
in. In fine condition. $400 - $700

23. “Goofy” production cel on a studio prepared background drawing
from How to Ride a Horse. (Walt Disney, 1941) Untrimmed cel measures 10 x
12 in. The background drawing has substantial edge wear outside the mat area.
Image area is 6 x 7 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. Some
paint lifting. Otherwise, in fine condition. $800 - $1,200

21. “Mickey Mouse” and “Pelican” production drawing from Tugboat
Mickey. (Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 8 in. Unexamined out
of the frame. In fine condition. $300 - $600

24. “Pluto” production cel from a theatrical short. (Walt Disney,
1950s) Untrimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image size is 5 in. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

22. Mary Blair pan concept painting for “Suzie”The Little Blue Coupe. (Walt Disney, 1952) Accomplished in gouache on artist board measuring 8.5
x 19 in. With pinholes in the corners. In very fine condition. $7,500 - $9,000
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25. Animators (3) model sheets from Cinderella, Donald Duck and Peter and the Wolf. (Walt Disney, 1946, 1950) These stat model sheets were used
by the animators to help with consistency of the characters. With pinholes. Otherwise, in fine condition. $150 - $250

26. Disneyland Art
Corner (6) animation cels. (Disneyland,
1950s-1960s) Collection
of (6) trimmed animation cels ranging in size
from 4.75 x 3.25 in. to 7
x 5.25 in. visible through
mat. Depicting 3-Goofy,
2-Donald Duck, and
1-Mickey
Mouse.
Purchased at the Art
Corner in Disneyland.
Presented in brown
wooden frames ranging
from 10 x 8 in. to 8 x 6
in. In vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

27. “Sneezy” production drawing from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs.
(Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 5 in. Signed on the mat by
Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston. In fine condition. $300 - $600

28. Walt Disney production title cel from
the Christmas TV Special, From All of Us to
All of You. (Walt Disney, 1958) Accomplished
in gouache on an untrimmed animation cel
measuring 12.5 x 16 in. Includes a stat of Walt
Disney. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

29. No Lot
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30. “Snow White” production drawing from Snow White and the 7
Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper
measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. In fine condition. $400 - $800

33. “Happy”, “Sleepy” and “Sneezy” production drawing from
Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in
graphite on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Drawn by Bill Tytla. In
fine condition. $400 - $700

31. “The Witch” with the
apple production drawing
from Snow White and the 7
Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937)
Accomplished in graphite and
colored pencil on animation
paper measuring 10 x 2 in.
Image is 5 in. In fine condition.
Unexamined out of the frame.
$1,000 - $1,500

32. Ollie Johnston painting of “Dopey”. Accomplished in watercolor and
graphite on artists paper measuring 9.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Ollie Johnston.
In fine condition. $500 - $800
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34. “Wicked Witch” production drawing from Snow White and the 7
Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image area is 5.5 x 7.5 in. In
fine condition. $500 - $800

1-310-859-7701

35. “Snow White” production cel on an airbrushed Courvoisier
background from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney,
1937) Cel is trimmed and applied to the Courvoisier background that
measures 7.5 in in diameter. As prepared at Disney for sale through
Courvoisier Galleries. In very fine condition. $4,500 - $6,000

36. “Dopey” production cel on a production
background from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs.
(Walt Disney, 1937) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10 x 12 in. Image size
is 4.5 in. In very fine condition. $4,000 - $5,000

37. Production cels of (5) Dwarfs and water effects
on a wood veneer Courvoisier background from
Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) Cels
are trimmed and applied to the Courvoisier background
that measures 10 x 12 in. Unexamined out of the frame. As
prepared at Disney for sale through Courvoisier Galleries.
In very fine condition. $6,000 - $7,000
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38. “Snow White” and (4) Dwarfs on a wood veneer Courvoisier background from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) The most
memorable scene from this classic movie! Cels are trimmed and applied to the Courvoisier background that measures 10 x 13 in. Unexamined out of the
frame. As prepared at Disney for sale through Courvoisier Galleries. In fine condition. $12,000 - $13,000

39. “Dopey”, “Doc”,
“Happy” and “Sneezy”
production cels on a wood
veneer. Courvoisier background from Snow White
and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt
Disney, 1937) Great expressions of the dwarfs as they
meet “Snow White” for the
first time. Trimmed cels are
applied to the Courvoisier
background measuring 7 x
9 in. Image area is 4.5 x
8.5 in. As prepared at Disney
for sale through Courvoisier
Galleries. In very fine condition. $4,000 - $7,000
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40. “7 Dwarfs” concept drawing from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney, 1937) One of the nicest Snow White drawings we have ever offered
featuring all 7 Dwarfs. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 12 x 15 in. Once folded down the middle with some
light creases around the edges. Otherwise, in fine condition. $7,000 - $10,000

41. “Evil Queen” with the
heart box production cel on a
Courvoisier airbrush background
from Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs.
(Walt Disney, 1937) Cel is trimmed
and applied to the Courvoisier background measuring 8.5 x 8.5 in. Image
area is 7.5 x 6 in. As prepared at
Disney for sale through Courvoisier
Galleries. In very fine condition.
Unexamined out of the frame.
$12,000 - $16,000

www . profilesinhistory . com
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42. Production cels of (5) Dwarfs
and water effects on a wood veneer
Courvoisier background from Snow
White and the 7 Dwarfs. (Walt Disney,
1937) Cels are trimmed and applied to
the Courvoisier background that measures 10 x 12 in. As prepared at Disney
for sale through Courvoisier Galleries.
In very fine condition. $5,500 - $7,000

43. “Blue Fairy” production drawing from
Pinocchio. (Walt Disney,
1940) Accomplished in
graphite on animation
paper measuring 12.5 x
15.5 in. Image size is
8 in. Light edge wear.
Otherwise, in fine condition. $500 - $1,000

44. “Pinocchio” production drawing from Pinocchio. (Walt Disney,
1940) One of the nicest Pinocchio drawings we have ever offered. It was
later used as a model drawing. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 8 in. Stamped
“Model Drawg.” Image size is 8 in. In fine condition. $800 - $1,500

45. “Jiminy Cricket” riding a Seahorse with fish production cels on
an airbrushed Courvoisier background from Pinocchio. (Walt Disney,
1940) Cels are trimmed and applied to a Courvoisier background measuring 4 x 4.5 in. Comes matted with seal on back as sold through Courvoisier
Galleries. In fine condition. $2,000 - $2,500
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46. “Pinocchio” with strings production drawing from Pinocchio.
(Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 5 in. In fine condition.
$400 - $700

1-310-859-7701

47. “Pinocchio” production
cel on a preliminary production background from
Pinocchio. (Walt Disney, 1940)
The slightly trimmed cel and
preliminary production background measure 9.5 x 12 in.
Image size is 4.5 in. In fine condition. $4,500 - $6,000

48. “Pinocchio”, “Geppetto” and “Figaro” production cels on a preliminary production background from Pinocchio. (Walt Disney,
1940) Cels of Pinocchio as a puppet are quite rare. The cels are trimmed and applied to a gorgeous detailed preliminary background measuring 12.5 x
15.5 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine condition. $8,000 - $15,000
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50. “Pinocchio” and “Cleo” production drawing from Pinocchio.
(Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image area is 6.5 x 10 in. Cleo has been
trimmed and applied to the drawing. In fine condition. $800 - $1,200

49. “Jiminy Cricket” and “Gideon” production cels
on an airbrushed Courvoisier background from
Pinocchio. (Walt Disney, 1940) Cels are trimmed and
applied to the Courvoisier background that measures 11 x
10.5 in. As prepared at Disney for sale through Courvoisier
Galleries. In fine condition. $2,750 - $3,500

51. “Pinocchio”, “Geppetto” and “Figaro”
production cel on a custom painted background from Pinocchio. (Walt Disney, 1940)
Cels are trimmed and applied to a full cel. The
full cel and custom background measure 10.5 x
15 in. In very fine condition. $3,500 - $4,500

52. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from “The Sorcerers
Apprentice” segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in
graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image
is 4.5 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800
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53. “Mickey Mouse” production drawing from “The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice” segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished
in graphite and color pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in.
Image area is 4 x 7 in. Unexamined out of the frame. In fine condition.
$800 - $2,000

1-310-859-7701

54. “Chernabog” production drawing
from “The Night on Bald Mountain”
segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940)
Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10.5 x
13.5 in. Image area is 8.5 x 11 in. In fine
condition. $1,500 - $2,000

55. “Chernabog” production drawing with matching
effects drawing from “The
Night on Bald Mountain”
segment of Fantasia. (Walt
Disney, 1940) Accomplished in
graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 12.5
x 15.5 in. Image is 11.5 in. In
fine condition. $1,200 - $2,000

56. “Chernabog” production
drawing from “The Night on Bald
Mountain” segment of Fantasia.
(Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in
graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 12.5 x 16 in.
Image takes up entire sheet. In fine
condition. $1,200 - $1,700
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57. “Mushrooms” layout drawing from the
“Nutcracker Suite” segment of Fantasia.
(Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished in colored
pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in.
In fine condition. $3,000 - $4,000

58.“Mushrooms” production cels on an airbrushed
Courvoisier background from the “Nutcracker
Suite” segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Cels
are trimmed and applied to a Courvoisier background
measuring 9 x 10.5 in. Image area is 4 x 5.5 in. As prepared at Disney for sale through Courvoisier Galleries.
Slight lifting of the cels. Otherwise, in fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

59. “Baby Unicorn” and “Cherub” production cels on an airbrushed Courvoisier background from “The Pastoral Symphony”
segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Trimmed cels and Courvoisier
background measure 7 x 10 in. Cels are slightly wavy. As prepared at
Disney for sale through Courvoisier Galleries. Otherwise, in fine condition.
$1,300 - $1,800
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60. “Cherub” production layout drawing from “The Pastoral
Symphony” segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished
in graphite, colored pencil and pastel on animation paper measuring 10 x
12 in. In fine condition. $1,100 - $1,600

1-310-859-7701

61. “Pegasus” production
layout
drawing from “The
Pastoral Symphony”
segment of Fantasia.
(Walt Disney, 1940)
Accomplished
in
graphite on animation
paper measuring 10 x
12 in. Image area is 4 x
6 in. In fine condition.
$500 - $800
64. “Centaurs” production layout drawing from “The Pastoral
Symphony” segment of Fantasia. (Walt Disney, 1940) Accomplished
in graphite on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image area is 5.5 x
7 in. In fine condition. $600 - $1,000

62. “Dumbo”, “Timothy Mouse” and “Crows” production cels on a airbrush Courvoisier background from
Dumbo. (Walt Disney, 1941) Cels of Dumbo flying are the
most desirable. The trimmed cels and Courvoisier background
measure 10 x 12.5 in. As prepared at Disney for sale through
Courvoisier Galleries. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

63. “Dumbo”, “Mrs. Jumbo” and
“Crows” production cels on an airbrushed Courvoisier background from
Dumbo. (Walt Disney, 1941) Gorgeous setup from the ending of the movie. Trimmed
Cels and Courvoisier background measure 11 x 13 in. Partial Courvoisier cert
on back. As prepared at Disney for sale
through Courvoisier Galleries. Cels are
wavy. Otherwise, in very good condition.
$2,750 - $4,000
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65. “Timothy Mouse”
production cel on an
airbrushed Courvoisier
background
from
Dumbo. (Walt Disney,
1941) Trimmed cel and
Courvoisier background
measuring 6 x 5.5 in.
Image size is 3.5 in.
Comes matted with seal
on back as sold through
Courvoisier
Galleries.
Cel is slightly wavy and
has some paint lifting. As
prepared at Disney for
sale through Courvoisier
Galleries.
Otherwise,
in
fine
condition.
$800 - $1,200

66. Dumbo production title background featuring clowns and circus animals. (Walt Disney, 1941)
Untrimmed production background measures 10.5 x 12
in. Includes “Technicolor” cel overlay with some paint
damage and matching filmstrip. In very fine condition.
$1,500 - $3,000

67. “Bambi” and “Flower”
production cels on an airbrushed Courvoisier background from Bambi. (Walt
Disney, 1942) Trimmed cels and
Courvoisier background measure 9 x 10 in. Image area is 5
x 7.5 in. Cels are slightly wavy.
As prepared at Disney for sale
through Courvoisier Galleries.
Otherwise, in fine condition.
$2,750 - $3,500

68. “Br’er Rabbit” production cel on
a custom painted background from
Song of the South. (Walt Disney, 1946)
Untrimmed cel and custom background
measure 10 x 12 in. Image is 7 in. In very
fine condition. $2,250 - $3,000
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69. Milt Kahl production drawing of “Br’er Fox” from The Song
of the South. (Walt Disney, 1946) Accomplished in graphite and colored
pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6.5 in. In
fine condition. $200 - $300

71. Milt Kahl production drawing of “Br’er Fox” from Song of the
South. (Walt Disney, 1946) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. In fine condition.
$600 - $900

72. “Willie” production drawing from “The Whale
Who Wanted to Sing at the Met” segment of Make
Mine Music! (Walt Disney, 1946) Accomplished in graphite
and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 12.5 x
15.5 in. Image size is 9 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800

70. “Br’er Rabbit”, “Br’er Fox”
and “Br’er Bear” illustration
painting for Song of the South
by Hank Porter. (Walt Disney,
1946) Accomplished in gouache on
illustration board measuring 14 x
10 in. With WDP copyright. In fine
condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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73. (3) Mickey and the Beanstalk production storyboard drawings. (Walt Disney, 1947) Accomplished in graphite colored pencil and watercolor on
animation paper measuring 9 x 8.5 in. In fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

74. “Mickey Mouse” and “Willie the Giant” production layout drawing from Mickey and the Beanstalk. (Walt Disney, 1947) Accomplished in
graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in. In fine
condition. $400 - $700

75. “Willie the Giant” production drawing from “Mickey and
the Beanstalk” segment of Fun and Fancy Free. (Walt Disney, 1947)
Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10 x 12 in.
Image area is 7.5 x 9.5 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300

76. “Pecos Bill”, “Widowmaker” and
“Bull” production cel on a production
background from the “Pecos Bill” segment of Melody Times. (Walt Disney, 1948)
Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in. and
production background measure 12 x 13.5
in. Image area is 8 x 6.5 in. In fine condition.
$4,500 - $6,500
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77. “Cinderella” and “Prince Charming” matching production cels on a production background from Cinderella. (Walt Disney, 1950) One of
the nicest Cinderella set-ups ever offered. Cels have been trimmed to 9.5 x 10.5 in. with an image area of 7 x 6.5 in. The production background measures
10.5 x 13.5 in. In very fine condition. $15,000 - $25,000

78. “Cinderella” production cel
from Cinderella. (Walt Disney, 1950)
Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 15.5
in. Image area is 6 x 5.5 in. In very fine
condition. $1,300 - $1,800
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79. “The King” and “Kids” production cel on a production background from Cinderella. (Walt Disney,
1950) Trimmed cel measures 11 x 12 in.
and trimmed production background
measure 12 x 14 in. Image area is 8 x 6
in. In fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000

80. “Cinderella” and “Prince
Charming” production cel on a
custom painted background from
Cinderella. (Walt Disney, 1950) Cel is
trimmed and applied to a full cel. Full cel
and custom background measure 8 x 10.5
in. Image size is 3 in. In very fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

81. “Cinderella” holding
the dress production drawing from Cinderella. (Walt
Disney, 1950) Accomplished in
graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring
12.5 x 15.5 in. Image is 7 in. In
fine condition. $600 - $1,000

82. “Cinderella” production cel from Cinderella. (Walt Disney, 1950)
Untrimmed cel measures 11 x 13 in. Image is 8 in. In very fine condition.
$1,800 - $2,500
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83. “King” production cel from Cinderella. (Walt Disney, 1950)
Untrimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image area is 7 x 5 in. In very fine
condition. $300 - $600

86. “Little Toot” production storyboard drawing from Little Toot.
(Walt Disney, 1948) Accomplished in pastel on trimmed animation paper
measuring 6 x 8 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

84. “Alice” and “Pink
Flamingo” production cel
from Alice in Wonderland.
(Walt Disney, 1951) Untrimmed
cel measures 10.5 x 14 in. Image
size is 9 in. On a matching print
background. In very fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000

85. Alice in Wonderland production layout drawing featuring “Alice” and the “White Rabbit’s”
front yard. (Walt Disney, 1951) Layout drawings
from Alice are extremely rare. Accomplished in graphite on untrimmed animation paper measuring 12.5 x
15.5 in. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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87. “Alice” and “Pink Flamingo” production cel from Alice in Wonderland.
(Walt Disney, 1951) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 14 in. Image size is 7 in. On
a matching print background. In very fine
condition. $1,000 - $2,000

88. Alice” (4) production drawings from Alice in
Wonderland. (Walt Disney, 1951) Accomplished in graphite on
untrimmed animation paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. In fine
condition. $1,000 - $2,000

89. Alice in Wonderland production layout drawing. (Walt Disney, 1951)
Layout drawings from Alice are extremely rare. Accomplished in graphite on
untrimmed animation paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. In fine condition.
$800 - $1,500
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90. (Alice in Wonderland (4) period photographic stills from Alice
in Wonderland. (Walt Disney, 1951) Measuring 8.5 x 10 in. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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91. “Tulip” production cel from Alice in Wonderland. (Walt Disney,
1951) Rare character. Untrimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image size is
5.5 in. In very fine condition. $400 - $700

94. “Dog-Caterpillar”
production cel from
Alice in Wonderland.
(Walt Disney, 1951) Rare
character. Untrimmed
cel measures 12.5 x 16
in. Image area is 5.5 x 5
in. In very fine condition. $400 - $700

92. “Alice” and “Red Rose”
production cels from Alice in
Wonderland. (Walt Disney, 1951)
“Alice” cel is trimmed and applied
to a full cel. Full cel and untrimmed
cel of “Red Rose” measure 10 x 12
in. Image area is 8.5 x 8.5 in. In very
fine condition. $3,500 - $5,000

93. “White Rabbit” production cel from Alice in Wonderland. (Walt
Disney, 1951) Trimmed cel measures 7 x 9 in. Image is 2.5 in. In very fine
condition. $500 - $800

95. “Peter Pan” production drawing from Peter Pan. (Walt Disney,
1953) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. Image area is 5 x 4.5 in. In fine condition. $400 - $800
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96. “Captain Hook” and “TickTock” production cel with a matching water effects cel on a custom
painted background. (Walt Disney,
1953) Untrimmed cels and custom background measure12.5 x 16 in. Image area
is 11.5 x 5.5 in. In very fine condition.
$2,750 - $3,800

99. “Tiger Lily” production cel from Peter
Pan. (Walt Disney, 1953)
Untrimmed cel measures
10 x 16 in. Image size is 5
in. In very fine condition.
$400 - $700

97. “Michael Darling” production cel from Peter Pan. (Walt Disney,
1953) Trimmed cel measures 8 x 8.5 in. Image area is 5.5 x 5 in. In very fine
condition. $700 - $1,200

98. “Lost Boy” production
Pan. (Walt Disney, 1953) Large
cel measures 10 x 16 in. Image
in. In very fine condition. $300
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cel from Peter
image. Trimmed
area is 8.5 x 7.5
- $600

100. “Peter Pan” and “Tiger Lilly” production cel from Peter Pan.
(Walt Disney, 1953) Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in. Image area is
5 x 7.5 in. In very fine condition. $1,400 - $2,000
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101. “Peter Pan” production cel
on a production background from
Peter Pan. (Walt Disney, 1953) Cel is
trimmed and applied to a full cel. Full cel
and production background measure 11
x 9.5 in. Image size is 8 in. Unexamined
out of the frame. In fine condition.
$6,500 - $8,000

102. Mary Blair concept painting of the
Mermaids for Peter
Pan. (Walt Disney,
1953) Accomplished
in gouache on artist board measuring
9 x 11 in. With pinholes in the corners.
In very fine condition.
$6,000 - $8,000
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103. Mary Blair pan concept painting of the “Lost Boys” and the Indian village for Peter Pan. (Walt Disney, 1953) Accomplished in gouache
on artist board measuring 8.5 x 21 in. With pinholes in the corners. In very fine condition. $9,000 - $12,000

104. “George Darling” production drawing from Peter Pan. (Walt
Disney, 1953) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5
15.5 in. Image area is 8.5 x 10.5 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300

105. “Peg” production cel from Lady and the Tramp. (Walt Disney,
1955) Cel has been trimmed and applied to a full cel measuring 12.5 x
15.5 in. Image area is 5 x 7 in. In fine condition. $500 - $700

106. “Lady” and “Tramp” production cel from
Lady and the Tramp. (Walt Disney, 1955) Trimmed
cel measures 10.5 x 14 in. Image area is 5 x 7 in. Cel
is creased along the upper right corner. Otherwise, in
very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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107. “Bella Nolte” production cels on a pan production background featuring “Lady”, “Tramp”, “Tony” and “Joe” from Lady and the Tramp. (Walt Disney, 1955) “It’s a beautiful night” in this
spectacular setup of the most famous alleyway in animation. Trimmed cels applied to a pan production background measuring 11 x 26 in. As prepared by Disney studio for presentation. In very fine condition.
$35,000 - $40,000

108. Eyvind Earle concept painting of “Lady”, “Tramp” and “the Darling’s” house for Lady and the Tramp. (Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished in
tempera and gouache on artist board measuring 13 x 15 in. Signed by Eyvind Earle.With pinholes in the corners. In very fine condition. $11,000 - $14,000

109. “Maleficent” production drawing from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt
Disney, 1959) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5
x 19.5 in. Image area is 9 x 15 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800
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110. “Briar Rose” and the “Mock Prince” matching production
drawings from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished in
graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. “Briar Rose” and
“Mock Prince” are each 7.5 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600
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111. “Maleficent” as the “Dragon”
production drawing from Sleeping
Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished
in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5 x 19.5 in. Image area is 11.5 x 8
in. In fine condition. $200 - $400

114. “Briar Rose” running through
the forest production storyboard
drawing from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt
Disney, 1959) Accomplished in graphite
on animation paper measuring 4.5 x 10
in. In fine condition. $200 - $300

112. “Maleficent” pan production drawing from Sleeping Beauty.
(Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 12.5 x 20.5 in. Image size is 6.5 in. In fine
condition. $600 - $900

115. “Prince Philip” and “Aurora” production cel from Sleeping
Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Trimmed cel measures 5 x 7 in. Image size is 2.5
in. Unexamined out of the frame. In very fine condition. $1,600 - $3,000

113. “Fauna” production drawing from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt
Disney, 1959) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation
paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. Image size is 8.5 in. In fine condition.
$200 - $400

116. Marc Davis “Briar Rose” production drawing for Sleeping
Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) This animator’s extreme drawing by Marc Davis
is accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 13.5 in.
Image size is 7 in. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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117. “Prince Philip” and “Aurora”
production cel on a custom painted
background from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt
Disney, 1959) Cel has been trimmed and
applied to a full cel. Full cel and custom
background measure 12 x 16 in. In fine
condition. $4,000 - $6,000

118. “Sleeping Beauty” and the “Mock
Prince” production cels from Sleeping
Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Cel of “Mock
Prince” is trimmed and applied to the full
cel of “Sleeping Beauty” measuring 12.5
x 15.5 in. Image area is 7 x 8 in. “Mock
Prince” is slightly wavy. Otherwise, in fine
condition. $2,000 - $3,000

119. “Maleficent” production model
cel from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt Disney,
1959) Trimmed cel measures 12 x 15 in.
Image size is 9 in. In very fine condition.
$800 - $1,200
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120. Eyvind Earle concept painting of brambles leading to the castle for Sleeping Beauty.
(Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished in tempera
and gouache on artist board measuring 6 x 15 in.
Signed by Eyvind Earle. With pinholes in the corners. In very fine condition. $6,000 - $8,000

121. “Briar Rose” with forest animals production cels from Sleeping
Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Trimmed
cels measure 8.5 x 10.5 in. Image area
is 5.5 x 8 in. With gold seal on the
verso, as prepared at the studio for sale
at Disneyland. In very fine condition.
$3,000 - $5,000

122. Eyvind Earle concept painting of “Maleficent” for Sleeping Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) Accomplished in tempera and gouache on artist board
measuring 6 x 14 in. Signed by Eyvind Earle. With pinholes in the corners. In very fine condition. $6,000 - $8,000
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123. “Aurora”, “Prince Philip”, “King Hubert” and “King Stefan” production cels on a pan production background from Sleeping Beauty.
(Walt Disney, 1959) Untrimmed cel of “The Kings” and the pan production background measure 12.5 x 30 in. The cel of the “Prince” and “Aurora” is
trimmed to 11.5 x 10 in with an image area of 9.5 x 9.5 in. In fine condition. $12,000 - $16,000

124. “Maleficent” as the “Dragon”, “Prince Philip” and “Samson” production cels on a Eyvind Earle pan production background from
Sleeping Beauty. (Walt Disney, 1959) “Breathtaking” is the only word to describe this magnificent pan setup of the climatic ending when good battles
evil. Trimmed cels applied to a full pan cel. Pan cel and production background measure 12.5 x 30 in. Background painted by Eyvind Earle. In very fine
condition. $20,000 - $25,000

125. “Maleficent” production drawing from Sleeping Beauty. (Walt
Disney, 1959) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5
x 15.5 in. Image size is 9 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800
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126. Ken Anderson drawing of “Pongo” and “Pup” from 101
Dalmatians. Accomplished in graphite on artist paper measuring 9.5 x
8.5 in. Paper has been laminated. Signed by Ken Anderson. In fine condition. $500 - $800
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127. “Cruella de Vil” production cel on a production background from 101 Dalmatians. (Walt
Disney, 1961) Trimmed cel measures 10 x 8.5 in. and
the production background measured 12.5 x 12.5 in.
Image size is 9 in. In fine condition. $4,000 - $5,000

128. “Pongo” production cel on a production
background from 101 Dalmatians. (Walt Disney,
1961) Untrimmed cel and production background
measure 12.5 x 16 in. Image area is 8 x 7 in. Light
crease on the left corner of the cel. Otherwise, in fine
condition. $3,500 - $5,000

129. “Puppies” and “Sergeant Tibbs” production cels on a production background
from 101 Dalmatians. (Walt Disney, 1961) Cels
have been trimmed and applied to a full cel. Full
cel and production background measure 12.5 x
15.5 in. Image area is 7 x 8.5 in. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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130. “Horace Badun” production cel from 101 Dalmatians. (Walt
Disney, 1961) Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in. Image area is 8 x 6 in.
In very fine condition. $200 - $400

133. “Bagheera” production cel from The Jungle Book. (Walt Disney,
1967) Cel is trimmed and applied to a full cel measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in.
Image area is 5.5 x 9 in. Unexamined out of the frame. In fine condition.
$300 - $600

131. “Merlin” production drawing from The Sword and the Stone. (Walt
Disney, 1963) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5
x 15.5 in. Image size is 8.5 in. Signed by Ollie Johnston. In fine condition.
$200 - $400

134. Ken Anderson concept drawing of “King Louie” for The
Jungle Book. (Walt Disney, 1967) Accomplished in pen and ink on animation paper measuring 12.5 x 15.5 in. Some light edge wear and handling.
Otherwise, in fine condition. $300 - $500

132. “Duchess” production cel from The Aristocats. (Walt Disney, 1970)
Trimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image size is 4.5 in. Comes matted with
gold seal on the verso as sold at Disneyland in the early 70s. In very fine
condition. $200 - $400

135. “Winnie the Pooh” production cel from a Winnie the Pooh
theatrical short. (Walt Disney, 1960s) Trimmed cel measures 7 x 9 in.
Image size is 3.5 in. Matted with the Art Corner gold seal on the verso as
sold at Disneyland. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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136. (2) Ken Anderson concept paintings of the opening and closing titles
for The Aristocats. (Walt Disney, 1970)
Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor
on animation paper measuring 6 x 8 in. and 5
x 6.5 in. Christies stickers on the verso from
1990 auction. In fine condition. $400 - $700

139. “Thomas O’Malley” production cel from The Aristocats. (Walt
Disney, 1970) Trimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image area is 4.5 x 6 in.
Comes matted with gold seal on the verso as sold at Disneyland in the early
70s. Still has its original price tag. In very fine condition. $200 - $400

137. “Marie” and “Toulouse” “production cels from The Aristocats.
(Walt Disney, 1970) Trimmed cels measure 10 x 12 in. Comes matted with
gold seal on the verso as sold at Disneyland in the early 70s. In very fine
condition. $200 - $400

140. “Scat Cat” production cel from The Aristocats. (Walt Disney, 1970)
Trimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. Comes matted with
gold seal on the verso as sold at Disneyland in the early 70s. In very fine
condition. $200 - $400

138. “Marie” production cel from The Aristocats. (Walt Disney, 1970)
Trimmed cel measures 10 x 12 in. Image size is 6 in. Comes matted with
gold seal on the verso as sold at Disneyland in the early 70s. Some paint
separation. Otherwise, in very fine condition. $200 - $400

141. “Prince John” production cel from Robin Hood. (Walt Disney,
1973) Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 15.5 in. Image size is 9 in. With
Disney seal. Has lamination damage. Otherwise, in very good condition.
$200 - $300
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142. “Robin Hood”, “Lady Cluck” and the
rest of the towns people production cels on a
production background from Robin Hood. (Walt
Disney, 1973) Untrimmed cels and production background measure 12.5 x 15.5 in. With Disney seal. In
very fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

143. The Rescuers concept painting by James Coleman. (Walt Disney,
1977) Accomplished in watercolor on artist board measuring 8 x 11 in. Signed
by James Coleman. In very fine condition. $700 - $1,200

145. “Penny” with a reporter and cat production cels from The
Rescuers. (Walt Disney, 1977) Untrimmed cels measure 12.5 x 15.5 in.
Image area is 6 x 7 in. With Disney seal and cert. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300

144. “Bernard” and “Bianca” production storyboard drawing from
The Rescuers. (Walt Disney, 1977) Accomplished in graphite on animation
paper measuring 12.5 x 16 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

146. “Big Mama” and “Dinky” production cel from The Fox
and Hound. (Walt Disney, 1981) Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 15.5
in. Image area is 5.5 x 10 in. With Disney seal. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300
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147. “Big Mama”, “Dinky” and “Boomer” production cel from
The Fox and the Hound. (Walt Disney, 1981) Untrimmed cel measures
12.5 x 15.5 in. Image area is 7 x 8 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

150. “Winnie the Pooh” and “Piglet” production cel on a matching production background from an educational short. (Walt Disney,
1970s) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 13 in. In
very fine condition. $300 - $500

148. “Copper” and “Chief ” production cels from The Fox and
the Hound. (Walt Disney, 1981) Untrimmed cels measure 12.5 x 15.5 in.
Image area is 5 x 9 in. With Disney seal and cert. In very fine condition.
$300 - $600

151. “Scrooge” and “Daisy” production cels from Mickey’s Christmas
Carol. (Walt Disney, 1983) Untrimmed cels measure 12.5 x 15.5 in. Scrooge
is 9 in. With Disney seal. In fine condition. $500 - $700

149. “Vixey” production cel from The Fox and the Hound. (Walt
Disney, 1981) Great expression. Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 15.5 in.
Image size is 5.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

152. Oliver & Company concept painting of a New York City traffic
jam. (Walt Disney, 1988) Accomplished in watercolor on animation paper
measuring 12 x 15.5 in. In very fine condition. $500 - $700
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154. Who Framed
Roger Rabbit (2)
production
cels
with
matching photographic
backgrounds. (Walt
Disney, 1988) Great
images of “Judge
Doom”
shooting
daggers with his eyes
and “Eddie Valiant”
wearing a pig’s mask.
Untrimmed
cels
and photographic
backgrounds measure 10.5 x 16 in
and 13.5 x 11 in. In
very fine condition.
$400 - $700

153. “Lampy” production cel on a production background from
The Brave Little Toaster. (Walt Disney, 1987) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 4.5 in. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

155. “Toaster” and “Kirby” production cel on a production
background from The Brave Little Toaster. (Walt Disney, 1987)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Image area is 6 x 8 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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156. Cast of characters pan production cels on a studio prepared background from Who Framed Roger Rabbit. (Walt Disney, 1988) This stunning huge pan setup features “Roger Rabbit”, “Jessica”, “Baby Herman”, “Mickey Mouse”, “Bugs Bunny” and many, many more. Trimmed cels applied
to a painted presentation pan background measuring 14 x 43 in. Retaining the original Disney seal, certificate and mat as sold in the famous Sotheby’s
Roger Rabbit auction of 1988. Originally sold for $33,000.00. In very fine condition. $12,000 - $15,000

158. “Ariel” in her wedding gown and “King Triton” production cels from The
Little Mermaid. (Walt Disney, 1989) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is
7 x 8.5 in. On a matching print background. With Disney seal and cert. In very fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

157. “Ariel”, “Flounder” and “Sebastian” (5) production storyboard drawings from The Little Mermaid:
Ariel’s Beginning. (Walt Disney, 2008) Accomplished in
graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 13 in. In
fine condition. $200 - $300
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159. “Ariel” production cel
from The Little Mermaid.
(Walt Disney, 1989) Ariel is in
love! Untrimmed cel measures
12.5 x 15.5 in. Image size is 7
in. On a matching print background. With Disney seal and
cert. In very fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

160. “Ariel” production drawing from The Little Mermaid. (Walt
Disney, 1989) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 12.5
x 17 in. Image size is 7 in. In fine condition. $200 - $400

162. “King Triton” production cel from The Little Mermaid. (Walt
Disney, 1989) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 13 in. Image size is 6.5 in.
With Disney seal. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

161.
“Ariel”
and
“Prince Eric” production drawing from The
Little Mermaid. (Walt
Disney, 1989) Great image
of the couple dancing.
Accomplished in colored
pencil on animation paper
measuring 12.5 x 15 in.
Image size is 5 in. Light
creasing along the left
edge. Otherwise, in fine
condition. $100 - $100
163. Glen Keane “Beast” production drawing from Beauty and the
Beast. (Walt Disney, 1991) Animator’s extreme drawing by Glen Keane of
the transformation of the “Beast” back to a prince. Accomplished in colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 9
x 11 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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164. “Jack Skeleton” concept drawing from The
Nightmare Before Christmas,
(Walt
Disney,
1993)
Accomplished in pastels on
artist board measuring 8 x
15 in. In very fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

165. “Timmy’s bedroom” color key concept drawing from The
Nightmare Before Christmas. (Walt Disney, 1993) Accomplished in pen and
ink and watercolor on artist paper measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Initialed by art
director, Kendal Cronkhite. In fine condition. $600 - $800

166. “Asian Twins” color
key
concept
drawing from The Nightmare
Before Christmas. (Walt
Disney, 1993) Accomplished
in pen and ink, watercolor,
and attached material on
artist paper measuring 11 x
7 in. Initialed by art director,
Kendal Cronkhite. In fine
condition. $700 - $1,200

167. “Oogie Boogie” and “Santa
Claus” animator’s maquettes from
The Nightmare Before Christmas. (Walt
Disney, 1993) Accomplished in sculpted
and cured modeling compound that has
been hand-painted. “Santa Claus” has cotton trim and measures 6 x 4 in. “Oogie”
measures 7 x 7 in. In fine condition.
$3,000 - $5,000
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168. “Halloween Town” concept
design model featuring “Jack” for The
Nightmare Before Christmas. (Walt Disney,
1993) Accomplished in carved hand-painted
foam-core measuring 17 x 10 x 12 in. In fine
condition. $3,000 - $5,000

169. “Jack’s House” concept design
model featuring “Jack” for The
Nightmare Before Christmas. (Walt
Disney, 1993) Accomplished in carved
and hand-painted foam-core board measuring 6 x 10 x 14.5 in. In fine condition.
$3,000 - $5,000

170. “Simba” concept
production
drawing for The Lion King.
(Walt Disney, 1994)
Accomplished in pen and
ink and colored marker
on trimmed animation
paper measuring 12 x
8.5 in. Image size is 7
in. With pinholes in the
corners. In very fine condition. $350 - $500

171. “Scar” production
drawing from The Lion
King. (Walt Disney,
1994) Accomplished in
graphite and colored
pencil on animation
paper measuring 12.5 x
17 in. Image size is 9 in.
Scar’s great expression
was drawn by Andreas
Deja. In fine condition.
$200 - $400
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172. (2) ”Zazu” concept production drawings for The Lion King. (Walt
Disney, 1994) Accomplished in pen and ink and colored marker on trimmed
animation paper measuring 12 x 10 in. With pin holes in the corners. In very
fine condition. $600 - $1,000
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173.“Simba”, “Timon”, and “Pumbaa” (6) production color keys for The Lion King. (Walt Disney, 1994) Accomplished in gouache on artist
board measuring 5.5 x 10 in. With pin holes in the corners. In very fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

174. “Simba” Studies (4) production drawings for The Lion King. (Walt Disney, 1994) Accomplished in pen and ink on trimmed animation paper
measuring 8.5 x 11 in. With pin holes in the corners. Some handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

175. Preliminary production
background for the intro to
The Lion King. (Walt Disney, 1994)
Untrimmed preliminary production
background measures 12.5 x 17 in. In
fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

176. “Peter Pan” and “Mermaids” model cel with matching print
background for the limited edition. (Walt Disney, 1995) Ron Dias
created this model cel for Disney Art Editions. Untrimmed cel measures
12.5 x 16 in. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

177. “James” and “House” (6) storyboard production drawings from
James and the Giant Peach. (Walt Disney, 1996) Accomplished in graphite
and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 5.5 x 8.5 in. In very fine
condition. $700 - $1,200
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178. “Bambi” production cel from an Educational Short. (Walt Disney,
1970s) Huge 10 in. image on a untrimmed cel measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. In
very fine condition. $200 - $300

181. Cinderella’s “Evil Stepmother” and “Stepsisters” original
painting for a Disney limited edition print by Don “Ducky”
Williams. (Walt Disney, 1977) Don Williams or “Ducky” as he is known
throughout the Disney community is an illustrator for the Walt Disney
Company, where he has worked for over 40 years. The acclaimed Senior
Character artist has drawn literally thousands of Disney stars for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads, and television. Accomplished in gouache
on cel and illustration board measuring 14 x 17 in. Signed by Williams. In
very fine condition. $300 - $500

179. Cinderella’s “Lucifer”, “Gus” and “Jaq” original painting for a
limited edition print by Don “Ducky” Williams. (Walt Disney, 1970s)
Don Williams or “Ducky” as he is known throughout the Disney community
is an illustrator for the Walt Disney Company, where he has worked for over
40 years. The acclaimed Senior Character artist has drawn literally thousands
of Disney stars for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads, and television.
Accomplished in gouache on cel and illustration board measuring 11 x 14 in.
In very fine condition. $300 - $500

182. “Evil Queen” original painting for a Disney limited edition
print by Don “Ducky” Williams. (Walt Disney, 1984) Don Williams or
“Ducky” as he is known throughout the Disney community is an illustrator for the Walt Disney Company, where he has worked for over 40 years.
The acclaimed Senior Character artist has drawn literally thousands of
Disney stars for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads, and television.
Accomplished in gouache on cel and illustration board measuring 12 x 14
in. Signed by Williams. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

180. “Snow White” original painting for a Disney limited edition
print by Don “Ducky” Williams. (Walt Disney, 1970s) Don Williams or
“Ducky” as he is known throughout the Disney community is an illustrator
for the Walt Disney Company, where he has worked for over 40 years. The
acclaimed Senior Character artist has drawn literally thousands of Disney stars
for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads, and television. Accomplished
in gouache on illustration board measuring 17 x 20 in. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

183. “Belle” and the “Beast” sericel from Beauty and the Beast entitled, “Change of Heart”. (Walt Disney, 1998) Untrimmed cel measures
10 x 13 in. Edition size is 5000. With Disney seal and cert. In very fine
condition. $200 - $400
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184. “Lightning McQueen” concept production drawing for Cars.
(Disney/Pixar, 2006) Accomplished in graphite on artist velum measuring
8 x 10.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

187. “Daffy Duck” production layout drawing from a Warner Bros.
Theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1940s) Accomplished in graphite and
colored pencil on “2 hole” animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. In fine
condition. $400 - $700

185. “Elmer Fudd” production drawing from a Warner Bros.
Theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1940s) Accomplished in graphite on “2
hole” animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. Image area is 6.5 x 9 in. In
fine condition. $400 - $700

188. “Bugs Bunny” production drawing from a Warner Bros.
Theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1940s) Accomplished in graphite on “2
hole” animation paper measuring 9.5 x 12 in. Image is 5.5 in. In fine condition. $400 - $700

186. “Sylvester” and “Tweety” production cel on a pan production background from Ain’t She Tweet. (Warner Bros., 1952)
Cel has been trimmed and applied to a full cel. Full cel and pan production background measure 10.5 x 34 in. Sylvester is 5 in. Tweety
is part of the background. Background is signed by Irv Wyner. In very fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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189. “Road Runner” and “Coyote” production cels on a pan production background from a Warner Bros. theatrical short. (Warner Bros.,
1950s) One of the largest Warner Bros. pan set-ups ever offered! Cel of “Roadrunner” has been trimmed and applied to the pan cel of the “Coyote”. The
pan cel and production background measure 10.5 x 57 in. In very fine condition. $6,000 - $8,000

190. “Bugs Bunny” production cel on a backstage production background from The Bugs Bunny Show. (Warner Bros., 1960) Untrimmed cel
and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 6.5 in. In
very fine condition. $1,800 - $3,000
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191. “Bugs Bunny” production cel on a custom painted background from a Warner Bros. Theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1960s)
Untrimmed cel and custom background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image
size is 6.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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192. “Roadrunner” production title cels from a Warner Bros. theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1960s) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 13.5
in. In fine condition. $500 - $800

195. “Bugs Bunny” and “Daffy Duck” production layout drawing
from a Warner Bros. Theatrical short by Chuck Jones. (Warner Bros.,
1960s) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 14 in.
Drawn by Chuck Jones. In fine condition. $400 - $700

193. “Tweety Bird” with birdbath production layout drawing
from a Warner Bros. Theatrical short by Chuck Jones (Warner
Bros., 1960s) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring
10.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Chuck Jones. In fine condition. $500 - $800

196. “Road Runner”, “Coyote” and “Plymouth” production cels
from a Plymouth Road Runner car commercial. (Warner bros., 1972)
Plymouth paid $50,000 to Warner Bros. to use the Road Runner name and
likeness from their cartoons (as well as a “beep, beep” horn, which Plymouth
paid $10,000 to develop). Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In fine
condition. $500 - $800

194. “Tasmanian Devil” and “Daffy Duck” production drawing from a Warner Bros. Theatrical short by Robert McKimson.
(Warner Bros., 1960s) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 14 in. Image area is 6.5 x 8 in. Drawn by Robert McKimson.
In fine condition. $300 - $600

197. “Bugs Bunny” and “Daffy Duck” publicity cel on a studio prepared background. (Warner Bros., 1970s) Untrimmed cel and background
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes.
In very fine condition. $400 - $700
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198. “Coyote” production cel from a Chuck Jones directed Theatrical
short. (Warner Bros., 1970s) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image
size is 6 in. With Chuck Jones seal. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

201. “Tasmanian Devil” production cel on a production background from Daffy Duck’s Fantastic Island. (Warner Bros., 1983)
Extremely rare to find setups from this feature. Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 13 in. Image is 7.5 in. In very fine
condition. $700 - $1,000

202. Large signed
Chuck Jones drawing of “Bugs Bunny”.
(Chuck Jones, 1986)
Accomplished in graphite on artist paper
measuring 16 x 13
in. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

199. “Daffy Duck” production cel from The Looney Looney Looney
Bugs Bunny Movie. (Warner Bros., 1981) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x
12.5 in. Image is 6.5 in. Signed by Friz Freleng. With studio seal. In very fine
condition. $300 - $600

203. “Bugs Bunny” and
“Yosemite Sam” limited
edition cel from High Diving
Sam. (Warner Bros., 1980s)
Untrimmed cel measures 24 x
10.5 in. Signed by Virgil Ross.
With Warner Bros. seal and cert.
In fine condition.
$200 - $400

200. “Yosemite Sam” production cel on a production background
from Daffy Duck’s Fantastic Island. (Warner Bros., 1983) Extremely rare
to find setups from this feature. Untrimmed cel and production background
measure 10.5 x 13 in. Image is 7.5 in. In very fine condition. $600 - $900
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207. We Are the Tunes limited edition cel signed by Quincy Jones.
(Warner Bros., 1995) This very popular sold out limited edition cel measures
14.5 x 29 in. and is filled will all or your favorite Warner Bros. characters.
Numbered 323/750. Comes with studio seal and cert. In very fine condition.
$400 - $800
204. “Batman” and “Catwoman” production cel from Batman the
Animated Series. (Warner Bros., 1992) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 13
in. Image area is 9 x 8.5 in. With seal and matching print background. In
very fine condition. $200 - $300

205. “Batgirl” production cel from
The Adventures
of Batman and
Robin episode,
“Batgirl Returns”.
(Warner bros., 1992)
Untrimmed cel measures 14.5 x 10.5 in.
Image size is 11 in.
Comes with seal, cert
and matching print
background. In very
fine condition.
$300 - $600

208. “Bugs Bunny” limited edition cel from Space Jam. (Warner Bros.,
1996) Edition: 398/500. Untrimmed cel measures 11 x 16 in. Image size is 9
in. In very fine condition. $200 - $400

209. “Batgirl” and “Catwoman” limited edition cel entitled “When
the Bats Away, the Girls Will Play”. (Warner Bros., 1996) Untrimmed
cel measures 10.5 x 14.5 in. Numbered 376/500. Comes with seal and cert.
In very fine condition. $300 - $600

206. “Pepe Le Pew” production cel with
matching drawing from Warner Bros. theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1994) Large image of
our smelly friend. Untrimmed cel and matching
drawing measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 8 x
9.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $400
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210. “Michigan J. Frog” production cel from a Warner Bros. theatrical short. (Warner Bros., 1997) Untrimmed cel measures 9 x10.5 in. Image
is 4.5 in. With studio seal. In fine condition. $300 - $500

213. Virgil Ross original drawing of Warner Bros. cast of characters. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper
measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300

214. Virgil Ross
original drawing
of “Bugs”, “Daffy”
and “Gossamer”.
Accomplished
in
graphite and colored
pencil on animation
paper measuring 10.5
x 12.5 in. Signed
by Virgil Ross. In
very fine condition.
$200 - $300

211. Batman Beyond signed limited edition lithograph. (Warner Bros.,
1999) Measuring 22 x 24 in and numbered 415/500. Signed by producer
Bruce Timm among others. Comes with studio cert. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300

212. Virgil Ross
original drawing
of Warner Bros.
cast of characters. Accomplished
in graphite and
colored pencil on
animation
paper
measuring 10.5 x
12.5 in. Signed by
Virgil Ross. In
very fine condition.
$200 - $300
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215. Virgil Ross original drawing of “Bugs Bunny” and baseball
player. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper
measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300
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216. Virgil Ross pan concept drawing for “Bugs Bunny” limited
edition. (Virgil Ross, 1990s) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 25 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In fine
condition. $400 - $800

219. Virgil Ross pan concept drawing for “Bugs Bunny” limited
edition. (Virgil Ross, 1990s) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring 13.5 x 26 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

217. Virgil Ross pan concept drawing for “Bugs Bunny” limited
edition. (Virgil Ross, 1990s) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring 13.5 x 29 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In fine
condition. $400 - $800

220. Virgil Ross original model sheet drawing of “Porky Pig”.
Accomplished in graphite and color paper on animation paper measuring 13
x 16.5 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

218. Isadora “Izzy” Ellis drawing of the “Tasmanian Devil”.
(DATE) Izzy Ellis drawings are extremely rare. Ellis had a long career in
the animation industry, which started at Ub Iwerks Studio in 1935. After
three years, Ellis moved to Leon Schlesinger Productions, where he worked
under Bob Clampett. Ellis later worked under Frank Tashlin and Robert
McKimson Accomplished in graphite and watercolor on artist paper measuring 10 x 11 in. Signed by Izzy Ellis. In fine condition. $200 - $300
221. Virgil Ross original model sheet drawing of “Daffy Duck”.
Accomplished in graphite and color paper on animation paper measuring 13
x 16.5 in. Signed by Virgil Ross. In very fine condition. $400 - $700
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222. “Tom” (3) production
drawings from the Academy
Award-winning Tom and Jerry
short, “Johann Mouse”. (MGM,
1952) (3) “Tom” production drawings from the Academy Awardwinning Tom and Jerry short Johann
Mouse. Accomplished in graphite
and colored pencil on untrimmed
animation
paper
measuring
10.5 x 12.5 in. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

223. “Tom”, “Jerry” and puppies production cels on a production
background from Puppy Tale. (MGM, 1953) Cel of puppies have been
trimmed and applied to the untrimmed cels of “Tom and Jerry”. Untrimmed
cels and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. With original mat
as prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. Has not been examined
out of the mat. In fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

224. “Jerry” production storyboard
drawing for Designs on Jerry. (MGM,
1955) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. This
rare storyboard was drawn and signed by
Joe Barbera. In fine condition. $300 - $600
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225. “Ruff ” and “Reddy” with an elephant and crocodile production cels on a production background from The Ruff and Reddy
Show. (Hanna-Barbera, 1957) Cels are trimmed and applied to the water
effects cel. Water effects cel and production background measure 8.5 x
11.5 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. Signed on the
mat by Joe Barbera. Unexamined out of the frame. In very fine condition.
$1,200 - $1,700

226. “Tom” production cel on a Hanna-Barbera production
background from a Tom and Jerry theatrical short. (MGM, 1950s)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Image size is 5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

227. “Tom” and “Jerry” production title cel on a matching
production background from Cartoon Carnival. (MGM, 1959)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In
very fine condition. $1,200 - $1,800
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228. “Quick draw”, “Baba Louie”, “Augie Doggie”, “Doggie
Daddy”, “Snooper” and “Blabber” production cel from the opening title of The Quick Draw McGraw Show. (Hanna-Barbera, 1959)
Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 4.5 x 5 in. In very
fine condition. $500 - $800

231. “Huckleberry Hound” production cel on a matching production background from The Huckleberry Hound Show. (Hanna-Barbera,
1962) Trimmed cel and production background measure 8 x 10 in. Image
size is 4 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine
condition. $400 - $700

229. “Yakky Doodle” production title cels on a matching production background from The Yogi Bear Show. (Hanna-Barbera,
1961) Untrimmed cels and production background measure 10.5 x 13 in.
Includes the studio worksheet for the production. In very fine condition.
$300 - $600

232. “Lippy the Lion” production cel on a production background
from Lippy the Lion and Hardy Har Har. (Hanna-Barbera, 1962)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image
size is 5.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

230. “George Jetson” and “Judy Jetson” production cel on a production background from The Jetsons. (Hanna-Barbera, 1962) Judy
brings her father his pipe. Untrimmed cel and production background
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 5.5 x 7.5 in. In very fine condition.
$500 - $800

233. “Touché Turtle” production cel and production background
from Touché Turtle and Dum Dum. (Hanna-Barbera, 1962) Untrimmed cel
and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 3 in. In very
fine condition. $200 - $300
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234. (2) “George Jetson” and “Cosmo Spacely” production cels
with matching production drawings from The Jetsons. (Hanna-Barbera,
1962) From the 3rd episode, “Jetson’s Nite Out”. Untrimmed cels and
matching drawings measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In fine condition. $300 - $500

237. “The Great Gazoo” (4) production drawings from The
Flintstones. (Hanna-Barbera, 1960s) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. In fine condition. $300 - $600

235. “Fred Flintstone” production cels from The Flintstones. (HannaBarbera, 1960s) Trimmed cels measure 8.5 x 10 in. Image size is 7 in. As
prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine condition.
$500 - $800

238. “Magilla Gorilla” production cel on a production background
from The Magilla Gorilla Show. (Hanna-Barbera, 1963) Untrimmed cel
and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 6 in. In
very fine condition. $200 - $300

236. “Yogi Bear” production cel from The Yogi Bear Show. (HannaBarbera, 1960s) Trimmed cel measures 8.5 x 10 in. Image size is 5.5 in. As
prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine condition.
$300 - $600
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239. “Secret Squirrel” production cel on a production background from The Atom Ant/Secret Squirrel Show. (Hanna-Barbera,
1965) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Image size is 4 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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240. “Fred Flintstone”, “Rock Slag” and “Chief Boulder” production cels from the theatrical release, The Man Called Flintstone.
*(Hanna Barbera, 1966) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In fine
condition. *$300 - $500*

241. “Fred Flintstone” and sexy Italian production cel on a custom painted background from the theatrical release, The Man
Called Flintstone. (Hanna-Barbera, 1966) I hope Wilma doesn’t get jealous! Untrimmed cel and custom background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Image area is 6 x 5 in. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

242. “Wally Gator” production cel on a matching production
background from The Hanna Barbera New Cartoon Series. (HannaBarbera, 1962) Trimmed cel and production background measure 8 x
8.5 in. Image area is 8 x 7 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation
purposes. In very fine condition. $300 - $600

243. “Huckleberry Hound”, “Yakky Doodle” and “Chopper”
production cel from the opening title of The Huckleberry Hound
Show. (Hanna-Barbera, 196os) Trimmed cel measures 8.d x 10.5 in.
Image area is 5 x 5.5 in. As prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine condition. $300 - $600

244. “Fred Flintstone” production cel on a matching production
background from The Flintstones. (Hanna-Barbera, 1970s) Trimmed cel
and production background measure 9 x 10.5 in. Image size is 6.5 in. As
prepared by the studio for presentation purposes. In very fine condition.
$300 - $500

245. “Hong Kong Phooey” and “Spot” in their “Phooeymobile”
production cel on a production background from Hong Kong Phooey.
(Hanna-Barbera, 1974) Untrimmed cel and production background measure
10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 6 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $400
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246. “Grape Ape” and “Beegle Beagle” production title cel on a
production background from The Great Grape Ape Show. (HannaBarbera, 1975) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5
x 12.5 in. In very fine condition. $300 - $600

247. “Fred Flintstone” and “Barney Rubble” production cel from
The Flintstones. (Hanna-Barbera, 1970s) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x
12.5 in. Image area is 4 x 6 in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

248. “Superman” title production cels from the original Super
Friends series. (Hanna-Barbera, 1973)
Extremely rare. It all started from this
series. Cels are trimmed to 9 x 11 in.
Image area is 7 x 7.5 in. These images
were “held” cels so are most likely the
only ones in existence from the opening title sequence. As prepared by the
studio for presentation purposes. In fine
condition. $500 - $800

249. “Wonder Woman”, “Hawkman”
“Hawkgirl” and “Space Emergency” production title cels from Super Friends. (Hanna Barbera,
1977) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In
very fine condition. $800 - $1,200
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250. “Batman”, “Superman”, “Wonder
Woman” and “Aquaman” production title
cels on a matching production background
from the Super Friends episode, “Rub 3
Times for Disaster”. (Hanna-Barbera, 1979)
Extremely rare. This title cel setup was used for
all the episodes in 1979. Untrimmed cels and
matching production background measure 10.5 x
12.5 in. In very fine condition. $1,500 - $2,000

251. “Batman” production cel on a production background from
Super Friends. (Hanna-Barbera, 1970s) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 7 in. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200

252. “Superman” and “Wonder Woman” production cel on a
production background from Super Friends. (Hanna-Barbera, 1970’s)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 13.5. Image area
is 7.5 x 6 in. In very fine condition. $400 - $700

253. “Superman”, “Wonder Woman”, “Firestorm”, “Batman”,
“Robin” and “Black Vulcan” production cels on background.
(Hanna-Barbera, 1970s) Untrimmed cels and production background
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

254. “Wonder Woman” production cel on a production background from Super Friends. (Hanna-Barbera, 1970s) Untrimmed cel
and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 5.5 in.
In very fine condition. $100 - $200
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255. “Tom” and “Jerry” production cel on a production background from The Tom and Jerry Show. (Hanna-Barbera, 1975)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Image size is 6.5 in. Signed by Hanna and Barbera. In very fine condition.
$200 - $400

258. “Smurfette” production cel on a production background from
The Smurfs. (Hanna-Barbera, 1981) Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 4.5 in. In very fine condition.
$200 - $400

259. Hanna-Barbera publicity
cel of their classic cast of characters. (Hanna-Barbera, 1980s)
Untrimmed cel measures 16 x 11.5
in. In fine condition. $100 - $200

256. Hanna Barbera cast of characters production cels from LaffA-Lympics. (Hanna-Barbera, 1977) 14 different Hanna-Barbera characters!
Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 6 x 10 in. In very
fine condition. $300 - $600

257. “Barney and Betty Rubble” production model cel from
Barney’s Luck. (Hanna-Barbera, 1979) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x
12.5 in. Image area is 4 x 9 in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200
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260. “Scooby-Doo” & “Shaggy” production cels on a production
background from The 13 Ghosts of Scooby-Doo. (Hanna-Barbera, 1985)
Untrimmed cels and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image
size is 6.5 in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200
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261. “Scooby-Doo”, “Shaggy”, “Daphne”,
“Flim Flam” & “Scrappy” on a production background. (Hanna-Barbera, 1985)
Untrimmed cels and production background
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 6.5 x 5.5
in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

262. “Scooby-Doo”, “Shaggy” and
“Daphne” production cels on background
from The 13 Ghosts of Scooby-Doo. (HannaBarbera, 1985) Untrimmed cels and production
background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In very fine
condition. $100 - $200

263. “Rosie the Robot” and “Henry Orbit”
production cels from The Jetsons. (HannaBarbera, 1985) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x
12.5 in. Signed by Hanna and Barbera. Comes
with matching print background. Includes studio
seal and cert. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

264. (2) Winsor McCay production drawings of “Gertie the Dinosaur”. (Windsor
McCay, 1914) “Gertie the Dinosaur” was animation’s first superstar. McCay drew each individual scene by hand on rice paper before the
use of nitrate cels. Gertie was the first film to
use animation techniques such as keyframes,
registration marks and tracing paper. It influenced the next generation of animators such as
the Fleischer brothers, Otto Messmer, Paul Terry,
and Walt Disney. Accomplished in pen and ink
on rice paper measuring 6.5 x 9 in. Glue stains
at the corners. Otherwise, in fine condition.
$4,500 - $6,000
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265. “Krazy Kat” lobby card illustration for a Krazy Kat theatrical short. (Columbia, 1930s) Extremely rare black & white painting. Charles Mintz
and his studio began producing the cartoons in sound in 1929. Mintz’s Krazy Kat, like many other early 1930s cartoon characters, imitated Mickey Mouse
and usually engaged in slapstick comic adventures with his look-alike girlfriend and loyal pet dog. Accomplished in gouache measuring 9 x 12 in. Not
examined out of the frame. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

266. “Bluto” production drawing from a Popeye the Sailor theatrical
short. (Fleischer, 1930s) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Image size is 3 in. In fine condition. $200 - $400
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267. “Screwy Squirrel” production drawing from Screwball Squirrel.
(MGM, 1944) Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring
10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 4 in. Directed by Tex Avery. In fine condition.
$200 - $400
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268. Casper the Friendly Ghost production cel from a theatrical short
(Famous, 1950s) Untrimmed cel measures 9 x 11 in. Image size is 7 in. In
fine condition. $200 - $300

271. “Beany” and “Cecil” production cels signed by Bob Clampett
from The Beany and Cecil Show. (Bob Clampett, 1960) Untrimmed cels
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Not examined out of the frame. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200

269. “Boris and Natasha” and “Captain Crunch” (2) layout drawings by Lew Keller. (Jay Ward, 1960s) Accomplished in pen and watercolor on
animation paper and board measuring 10 x 13.5 in and 10.5 x 14.5 in. Lew Keller (“Sugar Lew” as Jay Ward dubbed him) was the renowned artist and
director for the groundbreaking animated television show, The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show as well as Jay Ward’s latter productions and commercials. In fine
condition. $200 - $300
270. “Bullwinkle”
and “Natasha” jitterbugging along with
“Boris”, “Dudley,
Nell, and “Horse”
illustration painting
entitled, “The Stolen
Masterpieces”. (Jay Ward,
1987) Accomplished in
pen and watercolor on
artist board measuring
11.5 x 22 in. Signed by
Lew Keller. Keller (“Sugar
Lew” as Jay Ward dubbed
him), was the renowned
artist and director for the
groundbreaking animated
television show, The Rocky
and Bullwinkle Show as well
as Jay Ward’s latter productions and commercials. In
fine condition.
$200 - $300
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272. “Underdog” production model drawing from Underdog.
(Leonardo Prod., 1963) Extremely rare. Accomplished in graphite on animation paper measuring 14 x 17 in. Image area is 6.5 x 11.5 in. Signed by
legendary animator, Joe Harris. Light fold between the images. Otherwise, in
fine condition. $300 - $500

275. “Aardvark” and the “Ant” production cels from The Ant and
the Aardvark. (Depatie-Freleng, 1970) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5 x13
in. Image area is 6.5 x 5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $400

273. “Mr. Limpet” and “Ladyfish” production cel from The Incredible
Mr. Limpet signed by Don Knotts. (Warner Bros., 1964) Untrimmed
cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 3 x 7 in. In very fine condition.
$700 - $1,100

276. “Mrs. Brisby” and “Jeremy the Crow” production cels from
The Secret of NIMH. (Don Bluth, 1982) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5
x 12.5 in. Signed by Don Bluth, Gary Goldman and John Pomeroy. With
studio seal. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

274. Secret of NIMH (2) production backgrounds by Ron Dias. (Don Bluth, 1982) Untrimmed production backgrounds, 1 with cel overlay, measure
10.5 x 13 in. Signed by Ron Dias. In very fine condition. $400 - $700
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277. Keith Haring Foundation production cels on
a production background from the Sesame Street
segment, “5 Dancing Men”. (Sesame Street/Keith
Haring Foundation, 1991) This art belongs in a museum!
Featuring Keith Haring’s most memorable characters.
Haring had worked with Sesame Street prior to his
untimely demise. Rare collaboration between the estate
of Keith Haring and Sesame Street shortly after Haring’s
death. Includes copy of letter and rough drawing from
the Foundation. Untrimmed cels and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 5.5 x 9 in.
In very fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

278. Keith Haring Foundation production
cels on a matching production background
from the Sesame Street segment, “Telephone”.
(Sesame Street/Keith Haring Foundation, 1991)
This art belongs in a museum! Featuring Keith
Haring’s most memorable characters. Haring had
worked with Sesame Street prior to his untimely
demise. Rare collaboration between the estate
of Keith Haring and Sesame Street shortly after
Haring’s death. Includes copy of letter and rough
drawing from the Foundation. Untrimmed cels
and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5
in. Image area is 8 x 10 in. In very fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

279. Keith Haring Foundation production cels
on a matching production background from
the Sesame Street segment, “Babies and Dogs”.
(Sesame Street/Keith Haring Foundation, 1991) This
art belongs in a museum! Featuring Keith Haring’s
most memorable characters. Haring had worked with
Sesame Street prior to his untimely demise. Rare collaboration between the estate of Keith Haring and
Sesame Street shortly after Haring’s death. Includes
copy of letter and rough drawing from the Foundation.
Untrimmed cels and production background measure
10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 7.5 x 6.5 in. In very fine
condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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280. “Count Chocula”, “Boo Berry” and “Franken Berry” production cel for a cereal commercial. (Bill Melendez, 1973) Untrimmed
cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 5 x 7 in. In very fine condition.
$200 - $400

281. Myron Waldman watercolor painting featuring “Popeye” “Olive
Oyl” and “Bluto” from Popeye. Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor on artist paper measuring 11.5 x 14 in. Signed by Myron Waldman.
Slight wrinkling of paper. Otherwise, in fine condition. $100 - $200

283. “Nowhere Man” production cel from Yellow Submarine. (King
Features, 1968) Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in. Image size is 4.5 in.
In very fine condition. $300 - $500

284. “Dancing Girls” production cels from the “Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds” segment of Yellow Submarine. (King Features, 1968)
What made the “Lucy” sequence so special was the approach of loosely
painting over the outlines, using brush strokes to define the image instead,
giving it the amorphic fantasy look that made this sequence so breathtakingly memorable. Untrimmed cels measure 12.5 x 16 in. Image area is 4.5
x 4.5 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

282. “John”, “George” and “Ringo” production cels from Yellow
Submarine. (King Features, 1968) Untrimmed cels measure 12.5 x 16 in. In
very fine condition. $300 - $500
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285. “John Lennon”
and “Ringo Star” (2)
production drawings
from Yellow Submarine.
(King Features, 1968)
Accomplished in graphite on untrimmed animation paper measuring
12.5 x 16 in. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

286. “Sally” production cel from A Charlie Brown Christmas. (Bill Melendez,
1965) Rare cel of Sally from one of the greatest cartoons of all time. Untrimmed cel
measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 3.5 in. On a matching print background. In
very fine condition. $800 - $1,200

288. “Snoopy” as the “Flying Ace” production drawing
from It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. (Bill Melendez,
1966) Drawings from the Halloween special are extremely rare,
Accomplished in graphite on untrimmed animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Some light handling. Otherwise in fine condition. $500 - $800

287. “Snoopy” as the “Flying Ace” production cel from It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. (Bill Melendez, 1966) It doesn’t get any better
than this. “Snoopy” as the “Flying Ace” in one of the most popular Peanuts cartoons of all times. Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. In very fine
condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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289. “Lucy” and the girls production cel from It was a Short
Summer, Charlie Brown signed by Charles Schulz. (Bill Melendez, 1969)
Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. In very fine condition. $500 - $800

292. “Charlie Brown”, “Linus” and “Snoopy” production title
cel for It’s a Mystery, Charlie Brown. (Bill Melendez, 1974) Made in
conjunction with the release of the TV special in Japan. Untrimmed cel
measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 7.5 x 9 in. In very fine condition.
$300 - $600

290. “Snoopy” and “Woodstock” production cels from A Charlie
Brown Thanksgiving. (Bill Melendez, 1973) Untrimmed cels measure 10.5
x 12.5 in. On a matching print background. With studio seal. In very fine
condition. $600 - $1,200

293. “Charlie Brown” and “Peppermint Patty” production cel
on a production background from a Peanuts TV special. (Bill
Melendez, 1970s) Untrimmed cel and production background measure
10.5 x 12.5 in. In very fine condition. $600 - $900

291. “Charlie Brown”, “Snoopy” and “Woodstock” production cels
from A Charlie Brown Thanksgiving. (Bill Melendez, 1973) Untrimmed
cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. On a matching print background. With studio
seal. In very fine condition. $600 - $1,200

294. “Charlie Brown”, “Linus”, “Schroeder” and “Pigpen” production cels from a Peanuts TV special. (Bill Melendez, 1970s)
Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. In
very fine condition. $600 - $900
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295. “Snoopy” and
“Woodstock”
(2)
publicity cels. (Bill
Melendez,
1980s)
Untrimmed cels measure
10.5 x 12.5 in. “Snoopy”
is 10 in. and “Woodstock”
is 5in.and In very fine
condition. $700 - $1,000

298. “Charlie Brown” and “Lucy” production cels on a production
background from a Peanuts TV special. (Bill Melendez, 1970s) Great
image of Charlie Brown trying to kick the football. Untrimmed cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 4 x 5 in. In very
fine condition. $600 - $900

296. “Charlie Brown” “Linus”, “Sally”, Schroeder” “Marci” and
“Lucy” production cel on a pan production background from a
Peanuts TV special. (Bill Melendez, 1970s) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5
x 12.5 in. and the pan production background measures 10.5 x 17.5 in. In
very fine condition. $800 - $1,200
299. Peanuts Christmas painting from Knotts Berry Farm featuring
“Snoopy” and “Woodstock” . (Charles Schulz, 1980s) This painting hung
at the Camp Snoopy Theater at Knotts Berry Farm. Accomplished in watercolor and pen and ink on artist paper applied to board measuring 8.5 x 11 in.
In fine condition. $600 - $800

297. “Charlie Brown” and “Snoopy” production cel from What
a Nightmare, Charlie Brown. (Bill Melendez, 1978) Untrimmed cels
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 4 x 9 in. In very fine condition.
$400 - $700

300. “Snoopy” production cel from You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown
on a Peanuts production background. (Bill Melendez, 1985) Untrimmed
cel and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. The huge image of
Snoopy measures 9.5 in. In very fine condition. $600 - $900
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301. Peanuts limited edition cel from
A Charlie Brown Christmas entitled,
“The Dance”. (Bill Melendez, 1990s)
Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Numbered 37/150. Comes with studio
seal. Signed by Bill Melendez. In very fine
condition. $1,000 - $1,500

302. Peanuts limited edition cel from
A Charlie Brown Christmas entitled,
“Friendly Advice”. (Bill Melendez,
1990s) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5
x 12.5 in. Numbered 186/500. Comes
with studio seal and cert. Signed by Bill
Melendez. Signature is slightly faded. In
very fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

303. Peanuts limited edition cel from A
Charlie Brown Christmas entitled, “The Great
Skate”. (Bill Melendez, 1990s) Untrimmed cel
measures 12.5 x 15.5 in. Numbered 94/500.
Comes with studio seal and cert. Signed by Bill
Melendez. Signature is slightly faded. In very
fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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304. Peanuts limited edition cel from
A Charlie Brown Christmas entitled,
“Dress Rehearsal”. (Bill Melendez, 1990s)
Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 12.5 in.
Numbered 185/500. Comes with studio seal
and cert. Signed by Bill Melendez. Signature
is slightly faded. In very fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

305. “Taarna” production cel with matching production drawing from Heavy Metal. (Columbia, 1981) Untrimmed cel and matching
drawing measure 10.5 x 14 in. Image size is 7 in. In very fine condition.
$300 - $500

306. “Gloria” production cel with matching production drawing from Heavy Metal. (Columbia, 1981) Untrimmed cel and matching
drawing measure 10.5 x 14 in. Image size is 7 in. In very fine condition.
$300 - $500

307. “Den” and nude girl production cel with matching production drawing from Heavy Metal. (Columbia, 1981) Untrimmed cel and
matching drawing measure 10.5 x 14 in. Image area is 8.5 x 14 in. In very
fine condition. $300 - $500

308. “Taarna” and thugs production cels from Heavy Metal.
(Columbia, 1981) Untrimmed cels measures 10.5 x 14 in. Image area is 8 x
8 in. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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309. “Taarna” and her “Taarakian mount” production cel from Heavy
Metal. (Columbia, 1981) Untrimmed cel measures 10.5 x 14 in. Image area is 2 x
5 in. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

312. Dan Marino
and Mark Clayton
“Bombs
Away”
signed limited edition
lithograph.
(Warner Bros., 1996)
Also signed by animators, Tom McKimson
and Charles McKimson.
Limited
edition
Photo-animation
lithograph measuring
23 x 19 in. and hand
numbered
107/250,
Featuring the “Coyote”.
Accompanied by photos
from the signing event.
Comes with Warner
Bros. cert. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

310. American Tail: Fievel Goes West
original illustration art for movie
poster. (Amblin Entertainment, 1991)
Accomplished in acrylic on artist board
measuring 20 x 30 in. Universal Studio
sticker on back. Signed by John Pomeroy.
In fine condition. $800 - $1,200

311. School master” production cel with shadow
cel and matching production drawing from Pink
Floyd’s The Wall. (MGM,
1982) Film directed by Alan
Parker with animated segments by political cartoonist
Gerald Scarfe, and is based on
the 1979 Pink Floyd album of
the same name. Gerald Scarfe
drew and animated 15 minutes of animated sequences,
which appear at several points
in the film. The screenplay
was written by Pink Floyd
vocalist and bassist Roger
Waters. Untrimmed cels and
production drawing measure
10.5 x 13 in. Image size is
8 in. In very fine condition.
$400 - $600*
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313. Randy Johnson “The Big Unit”
signed limited edition lithograph. (Warner
Bros., 2000) Limited edition Photo-animation
lithograph measuring 19 x 23 in. and hand
numbered 144/2500, Featuring Looney Tunes
characters. Accompanied by a photo from the
signing event. Comes with Warner Bros. cert.
In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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316.
Wayne
Gretzky
“Slapshot” signed limited edition lithograph. (Warner Bros.,
1999) Also signed by animators,
Tom McKimson and Charles
McKimson. Limited edition
Photo-animation lithograph measuring 23 x 19 in. and hand numbered AP 22/25, Featuring the
“Tasmanian Devil”. Accompanied
by a photo from the signing event.
Comes with Warner Bros. cert. In
very fine condition. $200 - $300

314. “Betty Boop”
baseball
sericel
signed by Derek
Jeeter
(Warner
Bros., 2000) Limited
edition sericel measuring 16 x 12 in.
and hand numbered
307/500,
Comes
with studio cert. In
very fine condition.
$200 - $300

315. Bob Knight “Slam Dunk” signed limited edition lithograph.
(Warner Bros., 1999) Limited edition Photo-animation lithograph measuring 19 x 23 in. and hand numbered AP 37/100, Featuring Looney Tunes
characters. Accompanied by a photo from the signing event. Comes with
Warner Bros. cert. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

317. Detroit Red Wings “Bringing Home the Cup” signed limited edition lithograph. (Warner Bros., 1997) Signed by animators, Tom
McKimson and Charles McKimson as well as 4 members from the 1997
team. Limited edition Photo-animation lithograph measuring 19 x 23 in. and
hand numbered 446/500, Featuring Looney Tunes characters. Accompanied
by photos from the signing event. Comes with Warner Bros. cert. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

318. Dale Earnhardt “The
Intimidators” signed limited edition lithograph. (Warner
Bros., 2000) Limited edition Photoanimation lithograph measuring
18.5 x 32 in. and hand numbered
1730/2500, featuring Earnhardt and
his crew of Looney Tunes. Boldly
signed by Earnhardt in blue felt pen
and accompanied by a photo from
the signing event. Comes with Warner
Bros. cert. In very fine condition.
$300 - $500
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319. “The Big Red Machine” signed limited edition lithograph.
(Warner Bros., 1998) Signed by Pete Rose, Tony Perez, Cesar Geronimo,
Dave Conception, Johnny Bench, Joe Morgan, George Foster and Ken
Griffey. Limited edition Photo-animation lithograph measuring 19 x 33
in. and hand numbered PP 1/20, Featuring Looney Tunes characters.
Accompanied by photos from the signing event. Comes with Warner Bros.
cert. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

321. “The Grinch” and “Max” production drawing from How
the Grinch Stole Christmas! (MGM, 1966) Accomplished in graphite
on untrimmed animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is
4.5 x 8.5 in. Signed by Chuck Jones. With studio seal. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

320. Muhammad Ali “The Greatest”
signed limited edition lithograph.
(Warner Bros., 1999) Limited edition
Photo-animation lithograph measuring 19.5
x 22.5 in. and hand numbered HC 16, featuring Ali knocking out Sonny Liston, while
surrounded by his Looney Tunes friends.
Boldly signed by Ali in blue felt pen and
accompanied by a photo from the signing
event. Comes with Warner Bros. cert. In
very fine condition. $300 - $500

322. “Cindy Lou Who” and “Grinch” production cel with
its matching production drawing from How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. (MGM, 1966) Adorable expression from Whoville’s littlest citizen. Production cel and matching production drawing measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area is 4 x 6 in. With studio seal and cert.
Signed by Chuck Jones. In very fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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323. “Grinch” one of one cel with a matching production drawing from How the Grinch Stole Christmas. (MGM,
1966) Great image of the “Grinch” Untrimmed cel and matching production drawing measure 10.5 x 12.5. Image size is 7 in.
Signed by Chuck Jones. With studio seal. In very fine condition.
$1,500 - $2,500

324. “Grinch” and “Max” production cels from How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. (MGM, 1966) Untrimmed cels
measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. On a matching
print background. Signed by Chuck Jones.
With Studio seal. In very fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500

325. “Max” one of one cel with its matching
production drawing from How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. (MGM, 1966) One of One cel and matching
production drawing measure 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image area
is 3 x 4.5 in. With studio seal and cert. Signed by Chuck
Jones. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200
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326. Maurice Noble concept painting for The Cat in the Hat TV
Special. (Depatie-Freleng, 1971) Maurice Noble was the production
designer on the special. Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Noble. In fine condition
$1,000 - $1,500

328. “Grinch” production drawing from How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. (MGM, 1966) Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on
animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 6 in. With studio
seal and cert. Signed by Chuck Jones. In fine condition. $400 - $800

327. “Cat in the Hat” production model
drawing with cel overlay for The Grinch
Grinches the Cat in the Hat. (Depatie-Freleng,
1982) Most likely the work of Virgil Ross, animator
on the production. Accomplished in graphite and
colored pencil on artist paper measuring 12.5 x 16
in. Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in. Image
size is 9 in. Friz Freleng and Dr. Seuss were the producers of the project. This piece hung in Freleng’s
studio. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200

329. “Grinch” production model drawing with
cel overlay for The Grinch Grinches the Cat in the
Hat. (Depatie-Freleng, 1982) Most likely the work of
Virgil Ross, animator on the production. Accomplished
in graphite and colored pencil on artist paper measuring 12.5 x 16 in. Untrimmed cel measures 12.5 x 16 in.
Image size is 9 in. Friz Freleng and Dr. Seuss were the
producers of the project. This piece hung in Freleng’s
studio. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200
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332. “Tetsuo” in his red
cape production cel
from Akira. (Katsuhiro
Otomo, 1988) Untrimmed
cel measures 9 x 14 in.
Image size is 6.5 in. Akira
has garnered a large following as a cult film since
its theatrical release and is
widely considered a landmark in Japanese animation. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
330. “Grinch” production drawing from How the Grinch Stole
Christmas. (MGM, 1966) Great animator’s extreme with lots of notations.
Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Image size is 7 in. With studio seal and cert. Signed by
Chuck Jones. In fine condition. $400 - $800
331. “Ringwraith”
production
cel
and
matching
production drawing from The Lord
of the Rings. (Bakshi,
1978) Untrimmed
cel
and
nonproduction
background measure
10.5 x 12.5 in. Image
area is 7 x 9 in. In
very fine condition.
$100 - $200

333. Stan Lee (4) assorted items. Stan Lee signed treatment entitled,
“Starship”, (2) Xeroxed pages of handwritten corrections of Spiderman
comic strips by Stan Lee and a letter on Marvel stationary dated 1966 to Will
Meugniot on how to get into comics writing signed by Stan Lee’s assistant,
Flo Steinberg. $100 - $200

334. “Bart”, “Lisa” and “Maggie” pan production cels on a matching pan production background from The Tracey Ullman Show. (Fox, 1987)
It doesn’t get any better than this! First key set-up ever offered. The Simpsons began life as a series of 48 one-minute shorts that ran for three seasons on
The Tracey Ullman Show, before the characters spun off into their own half-hour prime time show. An exciting artifact from the earliest iteration of the
beloved animated family. Untrimmed cels and pan production background measuring 10.5 x 20 in. With studio seal and cert. Some slight dings on the cel
that do not distract. In very fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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335. G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero original production storyboards for the opening title sequence. (Sunbow Prod./Marvel Prod., 1985)
Extremely rare, important and beautifully drawn (14) page main title storyboard originally entitled, “The Further Adventures of G.I. Joe”. Accomplished in
graphite and pen and ink on animation storyboard paper measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Signed and drawn by title designer and storyboard director, Will Meugniot.
Pages 7 and 8 appear to be missing. Some handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $800 - $1,200

336. Jem and the Holograms original preliminary production storyboards for the opening title sequence. (Sunbow Prod./Marvel Prod., 1985)
Extremely rare, important and beautifully drawn main title storyboards. This incomplete storyboard consists of 6 pages. Accomplished in graphite and pen
and ink on animation storyboard paper measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Signed and drawn by producer and storyboard director, Will Meugniot. 2 of the storyboards
have pieces cut out. Some handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $600 - $1,000

337. Street Fighter original production storyboards for Season’s 1 opening title sequence. (InVision/Graz, 1995) Extremely rare and beautifully
drawn (37) page main title storyboard. Accomplished in graphite and pen and ink on animation storyboard paper measuring 8.5 x 14 in. Signed and drawn
by writer, animator, and creative consultant, Will Meugniot. Some handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $600 - $1,000
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338. “Megatron” and “The Crystal of Power”
production cel on a matching production
background from The Transformers: G1 episode,
“Fire on the Mountain”. (Sunbow Productions,
1984) Extremely rare first season setup. Untrimmed
cel measures 9 x 10.5 in and the matching production background measures 10 x 14 in. Image size is
6.5 in. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200

339. “Megatron” pointing his weapon production cel on a matching production background from The Transformers: G1. (Sunbow
Productions, 1984) Extremely rare. Untrimmed cel
measures 9 x 10.5 in and the matching production
background measures 10 x 14 in. Image area is 6.5 x
7.5 in. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,200

340. “Bumblebee” production cel on a matching
production background from The Transformers:
G1. (Sunbow Productions, 1984) Extremely rare setup
of this popular character. Untrimmed cel measures 9 x
10.5 in and the matching production background measures 10 x 14 in. Image area is 7 x 6 in. Wear along right
edge of background well away from cel. Otherwise, in
fine condition. $800 - $1,200
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341.
“Optimus
Prime”
vs.
“Megatron” production cels on a
matching production background
from The Transformers: G1. (Sunbow
Productions, 1984) “Optimus Prime”
battles his archenemy in this extremely
rare setup. Untrimmed cel measures 9
x 10.5 in and the matching production
background measures 10 x 14 in. Image
area is 8 x 8.5 in. In very fine condition.
$1,200 - $1,800

342. Conan the Adventurer original production storyboards for Season’s 1 opening title sequence. (Sunbow Prod./Graz, 1992) Extremely rare
and beautifully drawn (36) page main title storyboard. Accomplished in graphite and pen and ink on animation storyboard paper measuring 8.5 x 14 in.
Signed and drawn by storyboard director, Will Meugniot. Some handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $600 - $1,000

343. Defenders of the Earth production title cels
with a matching production background
from the 6th episode “Root of Evil” featuring “Ming the Merciless”. (Marvel Prod., 1986)
Untrimmed cels and production background measure 10.5 x 12.5. Extremely rare. In very fine condition. $600 - $1,000
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344. Defenders of Earth (3) model cels
featuring “Kshin” and “Man of Frost”
(Marvel, 1986) Untrimmed model cels measure 10.5 x 12.5 in to 10.5 x 20 in. In very
fine condition. $200 - $300

345. Colonel William F. Guile and his fighters
pan production cels and matching production background from Street Fighter. (InVision/
Graz, 1995) Untrimmed cels and pan production
background measure 10 x 30 in. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

346. The Secret Files of the Spy Dogs production
pan model cel. (Saban Entertainment, 1998) Signed by
voices, Adam West, Mickey Dolenz, Billy West and others.
Untrimmed model cel measures 9 x 22 in. In fine condition.
$600 - $1,000

347. Robert Williams illustration painting of Disney World for Arcade Comics No. 7. (The Print Mint, 1976) Interesting take on the Disney World
phenomenon. Arcade Comics also features work by Robert Crumb, S. Clay Wilson, Spain, Bill Griffith and many more. Accomplished in pen and ink and
acrylic on artist board measuring 8 x 10 in. Signed by Williams. Robt. Williams’ art can go for over a $100,000. Includes the comic book. In very fine
condition. $5,000 - $8,000
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348. Carl Barks original cover art for Walt Disney
Comics & Stories #405. (Walt Disney, 1974) Unpublished
cover. Accomplished in pen and ink on artist paper measuring 12 x 9 in. Signed twice by Barks. Light handling.
Otherwise, in fine condition. $8,000 - $12,000

349. E. H. Shepard drawing of “Winnie the Pooh”. (ca. 1960s) Accomplished in pen and ink on artist leaf measuring 5.5 x 8 in. Ernest Howard
Shepard was an English artist and book illustrator best known for his work in Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne. In fine condition. $6,000 - $10,000
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350. E. H. Shepard drawing of “Winnie the Pooh” and “Piglet”. (ca. 1940s) Accomplished in graphite on artist leaf measuring 4.25 x 6 in. Ernest
Howard Shepard was an English artist and book illustrator best known for his work in Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne. Initialed by Shepard. In fine vintage
condition. $4,000 - $6,000

351. E. H. Shepard drawing of “Winnie the Pooh” and “Rabbit”. (ca. 1940s) Accomplished in graphite on artist leaf measuring 6 x 9.5 in. Ernest
Howard Shepard was an English artist and book illustrator best known for his work in Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne. Initialed by Shepard. In fine vintage
condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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352. Robert Crumb original drawing from Eat It: A Cookbook. (Robert
Crumb, 1974) Accomplished in pen and
ink on artist paper measuring 14 x 11 in.
Eat It is a real cookbook by Dana Crumb
(R. Crumb’s ex-wife) and her friend Shery
Cohen. Heavily illustrated by underground
comix artist Robert Crumb. In very fine
condition. $8,000 - $12,000

353. Dr. Seuss drawing of the “Cat in the Hat”. Accomplished in pen
and ink on artist paper measuring 10 x 8 in. Signed by Dr. Seuss. In fine
condition. $800 - $1,200
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354. Dr. Seuss drawing of a bird in a tree. (ca. 1950s) Accomplished
in pen and ink on artist leaf measuring 8.5 x 5.5 in. Signed by Dr. Seuss. In
fine condition. $2,500 - $3,500
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355. Dr. Seuss drawing of a funny animal with big ears. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor on artist leaf measuring 7 x
7 in. Signed by Dr. Seuss. In fine condition. $2,500 - $3,500

357. Dr. Seuss colored drawing of “Cat in the Hat”. (ca. 1960s) This
large drawing is accomplished in crayon on artist paper measuring 18 x 12 in.
Signed by Dr. Seuss. In fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

356. Dr. Seuss drawing of a funny animal with a long neck. (ca.
1950s) Accomplished in pen and ink on artist leaf measuring 8 x 5 in.
Signed by Dr. Seuss. In fine condition. $2,500 - $3,500

358. “Cat in the Hat” and “Thing 1 and Thing 2” illustration art for
the cover of The Cat in the Hat Big Sticker Book. (Dr. Seuss, 2003)
Accomplished in graphite on artist paper measuring 14 x 11.5 in. In fine
condition. $300 - $600
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359. Haddon Sundblom illustration painting entitled, “Love at First Sight”. (ca. 1950s)
Gorgeous painting of an American family relaxing
with their dogs. Sundblom is best remembered for his
advertising work, specifically the Santa Claus advertisements he painted for The Coca-Cola Company
in the 1930s. Sundblom’s Claus firmly established
the larger-than-life, grandfatherly Claus as a key
figure in American Christmas imagery. So popular
were Sundblom’s images of Claus that Sundblom
is often credited has having created the modern
image of Santa Claus. Accomplished in oil on canvas
board measuring 16.75 x 15 in. Signed lower right.
Sundblom’s paintings can go for several hundred
thousand dollars. In fine condition. $6,000 - $10,000

360. Charles Schulz illustration painting of “Snoopy” in
space for NASA. (Charles Schulz, 1968) This beautifully rendered painting was created for the NASA Space program. This
same image is used on the Silver Snoopy award, a special honor
awarded to NASA employees for outstanding achievements
related to human flight safety or mission success. It was also used
on a NASA astronaut patch. Schulz said, “Having Snoopy be part
of that program inspired children to take an interest in space and
NASA, and those children are now ready to go back to the moon
and beyond.” Accomplished in pen and colored marker measuring
20 x 16 in. In fine condition. $2,000 - $4,000
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363. Charles Schulz
original Peanuts baseball comic strip featuring “Charlie Brown”
and “Frieda”. (Charles
Schulz, 1962) Baseball
strips are highly desirable.
Accomplished in pen and
ink on 2-ply illustration
measuring 6.5 x 28.5 in.
With the customary fold
down the middle. Signed by
Schulz. In fine condition.
$15,000 - $25,000

362. Charles Schulz
or ig inal
Peanuts
comic strip featuring “Charlie Brown”
and “Lucy”. (Charles
Schulz, 1954) Great early
strip. Accomplished in
pen and ink on 2-ply
illustration
measuring
6.5 x 28.5 in. With the
customary fold down
the middle. Signed by
Schulz. In fine condition.
$15,000 - $25,000

361. Charles Schulz
original Peanuts comic
strip featuring “Charlie
Brown” and “Lucy”.
(Charles Schulz, 1973)
Accomplished in pen and
ink on 2-ply illustration
measuring 7 x 29 in. With
the customary fold down
the middle. Signed twice
by Schulz. Light handling.
Otherwise, in fine condition. $15,000 - $25,000

364. Toulouse Lautrec original lithograph of May Milton for her American Tour. (Toulouse Lautrec, 1895) Planographic, brush, crayon, spatter
and transfer screen lithograph, printed in five colors on wove paper, final state, measuring 31.5 x 24.5 in. The singularly untalented young English woman,
May Milton, danced briefly on stage in Paris as part of a performing troupe and then in a solo act. Despite her short career in the limelight, she was to
become the subject of several of Lautrec’s works, notably the painting Au Moulin Rouge Commissioned for her American tour, this remarkable poster of
great simplicity and technical virtuosity ensured the performer would have lasting fame. It came to be known in Parisian circles when it was reproduced in
Le Rire on 3 August 1895. Picasso much admired this poster and hung a copy in his own studio, which was the subject of his painting, The Blue Room.
The work is one of elegance and simplicity, May Milton’s clothing are kept to a minimum and consist of understated sinuous lines, with the exposed
wove paper acting as the color of her dress. Like other examples of his posters of the stars of Montmartre, which brought him great success and popularity,
Lautrec has focused on a central figure without reference to the venue where she performed. Restoration along the left edge. Otherwise, in fine condition.
$10,000 - $20,000
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365. Charles Schulz original Peanuts Sunday strip featuring “Charlie Brown”, “Linus” and “Lucy”. (Charles M. Schulz, 1960) Rare Sunday strip featuring the popular Kite gag. Accomplished in
pen and ink on 2-ply illustration board measuring 17 x 23.5 in. Signed by Schulz. Some light staining on the upper right edge and some handling and light edge wear that in no way distracts from the images.
Otherwise, in very good condition. $25,000 - $35,000

367. Rocky and Bullwinkle comic strip featuring “Bullwinkle” by Al Kilgore.
(Jay Ward, 1962) Accomplished in pen and ink on 2-ply illustration board measuring
7.5 x 20.5 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800

366. Bob Kane drawing of “Batman”, “Robin”, “Batgirl”,
“The Joker”, “The Penguin” and “Catwoman”. (ca. 1960s)
This extremely rare drawing featuring Kane’s heroes and villains
is accomplished in pen and marker on artist board measuring 17
x 14 in. Signed by Bob Kane. In fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

368. Jim Davis drawing of “Garfield”. Accomplished in graphite and colored pencil
on animation paper measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in. Signed by Jim Davis. In very fine condition.
$300 - $600

369. “Wilma Flintstone” original illustration painting for The Flintstones
tray puzzle. (Whitman, 1961) Great early art of “Wilma” chatting on the phone.
Accomplished in gouache on illustration board measuring 10.5 x 8.5 in. Acquired
from the Whitman archives. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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370. “Barney Rubble” and “Betty
Rubble” original illustration painting for The Flintstones tray puzzle. (Whitman, 1961) Great early art
of the Flintstone’s favorite neighbors.
Accomplished in gouache on illustration
board measuring 17 x 13 in. Acquired
from the Whitman archives. In fine condition. $300 - $500

371.
Charles
Schulz
signed Peanuts strip print.
Measures 7 x 21 in. In very
fine condition. $100 - $200

374. Dr. Seuss Green Eggs and Ham limited edition lithograph. (Dr.
Seuss, 1997) Measures 10 x 13.5 in. Cooperators Proof Edition: 38/155. With
embossed seal. In very fine condition. $800 - $1,500
372. Marty Murphy playboy original illustration art. (Playboy,
1960s) Accomplished in pen and watercolor on artist board measuring 17
x 13 in. Signed by Marty Murphy. In fine condition. $300 - $500

373. Tom Ray painting of “Red Hot” and “Wolf ” from Tex Avery’s
Swing Shift Cinderella. (ca. 1980s) Tom Ray began work at Warner Bros.
Cartoons in 1937, working under Tex Avery until 1941. In 1958, he
became a master animator in the Robert McKimson unit. After a brief stay
in the Friz Freleng unit, he was assigned to work with the Chuck Jones
unit, where he co-directed Road-Runner and Bugs Bunny cartoons. He
followed Jones to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1963; there, he directed Tom
and Jerry shorts, Accomplished in acrylic on canvas measuring 20 x 24 in.
Signed by Tom Ray. In very fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

375. Milt Gross (4) original colored drawings. Milt Gross (1895 – 1953)
was an American cartoonist and animator. His work is noted for its exaggerated cartoon style. His character Count Screwloose’s admonition, “Iggy, keep
an eye on me!”, became a national catchphrase. The National Cartoonists
Society fund to aid indigent cartoonists and their families for many years was
known as the Milt Gross Fund. Gross made animated films through the silent
film era. Most of which were for the studio of John R. Bray. Accomplished in
pen and watercolor on artist paper measuring 16 x 22 in., 22 x 14 in., 20 x 15
in., and 7 x 15 in. Signed by Milt Gross. In fine condition. $1,200 - $1,800
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376. Santa Claus illustration art by Irv Wyner. (ca. 1940s)
Before Wyner become a top background artist for Warner Bros.,
he work as an illustration artist in New York where he painted
Pin up covers and other illustrations for magazines. Accomplished
in gouache on artist paper measuring 8 x 12 in. Some edge wear
and light handling. Otherwise, in fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500

377. Walt Disney World Project folder,
photographs and memos. (Walt Disney
World, 1967) Extremely rare folder entitled
“Disney World, A Proposed Development of
Walt Disney Productions” containing (7) photos of concept art for the proposed park developments along with (3) typed memos. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

380. Animal Kingdom park-wide aerial
photograph that hung in the executive
offices of WDW. (Walt Disney World, 1997)
This is a one of one print from REEDY
CREEK energy. It was taken to evaluate
water, conservation and energy use at Animal
Kingdom. Measures 20 x 13 in. In very fine
condition. $300 - $500

378. “Chip”, “Dale”, “Thumper”,
“Flower” and “Mr. Smee” illustration drawings (Walt Disney, 1950s)
Accomplished in graphite and colored markers measuring 24 x 18 in. Each has Walt
Disney Production World Right Reserved
stamp. In fine condition. $200 - $300

379. Clyde Geronimi early painting of
“Mickey Mouse” and “Donald Duck”.
In 1931, Clyde Geronimi began as an animator for Disney, but he eventually moved on to
directing. His 1941 short, Lend a Paw, won the
Academy Award. He was also the director on
Cinderella, Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, Lady and
the Tramp, Sleeping Beauty, and 101 Dalmatians.
Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor
on artist paper measuring 12 x 15 in. Signed by
Geronimi. Not examined out of the frame. In
fine condition. $1,500 - $3,000
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381. Pool Photo and pool concept
design print that hung at Disney’s
Vero Beach Resort. (Walt Disney, 1995)
Measures 22 x 19 in. Unexamined out of
frame. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

382. Disneyland ledger and interoffice memo for renter receipts
from the theme park. (Disneyland,
1968) Obscure and interesting tabulation of income derived from renting
the park out for parties. Measures 20 x
30 in. and is folded in half. $100 - $200

384. Walt Disney large vintage photograph taken during construction of Sleeping Beauty’s Castle. Measuring 24 x 31 in. Some paper is
stuck along the bottom edge, which appears to be removable. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

385. Walt Disney’s signature. Accomplished in blue ink on cut paper
measuring approx. 2 x 5.5 in. Unexamined out of frame. In fine condition.
$800 - $2,000

383. “In Use” lighted sign for the projection room at Disney Studios, Burbank and large Walt and Roy Disney photograph that hung
there. (Walt Disney, 1940) Art Deco chrome metal lighted sign with red “In Use” lettering on glass measuring 14 x 9 in. This sign was removed when the
studio was remodeled. The black and white photograph measures 18 x 20 in. and is in fine condition. Comes with (2) vintage black and white photographs
of the studio. The electronics have not been tested. In fine condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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386. Walt Disney signed Last Will and Testament. (Walt Disney, 1951)
Typed manuscript, 23-pages in length, titled, “Last Will and Testament of /
Walter E. Disney,” dated June 9, 1951, Burbank. Boldly signed by “Walter E.
Disney”. In the document, Disney leaves his home on Carolwood Drive and
the items and furnishings within, his automobiles, and his personal effects to
his wife, Lillian Disney. In regard to his Walt Disney Productions common
stock, he names his wife, his brother Roy, and his attorney, Gunther Lessing,
as trustees (all three would also be the executors of his estate), to hold in trust
and divide as he subsequently instructs in the document, between his daughters, his grandchildren, and many other relatives. He also bequeaths his stock
in the Hollywood Turf Club to the John Tracy Clinic, which was founded by
Louise Tracy (wife of Spencer Tracy) and benefits children with hearing loss
(Spencer Tracy and Disney were polo playing buddies in the 1930s). In fine
condition. $20,000 - $40,000
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387. Walt Disney twicesigned
contract.
(Walt
Disney, 1956) Typed manuscript, 4-pages in length, signed
twice “Walter E. Disney”, dated
April 23, 1956. The document deals with Disney and
President of WED Enterprises,
William H.D. Cottrell, obtaining authorization to issue Voting
Trust Certificates. WED (Walter
E. Disney) Enterprises was a
private company owned by
Disney’s heirs, which included
his wife Lillian and his daughters, Sharon and Diane. The
document was also signed twice
by Bill Cottrell. Cottrell directed Snow White, was married to
Lillian Disney’s sister and was
the first president of what is
today known as Walt Disney
Imagineering. During the planning and construction phases of
Disneyland, Walt relied heavily
on Bill’s creativity, wisdom and
foresight to make his dream
come true. In fine condition.
$5,000 - $10,000
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388. Walt Disney studio used animator’s desk. (Walt Disney, 1980s) Walt Disney animation desks by themselves are highly sought after by collectors
and artists worldwide, and nearly impossible to find, but this set goes beyond anything we have ever seen come to market! This Disney animator’s office
set is truly remarkable, artistically functional and as rare pieces of furniture history they stand as iconic staples of Walt Disney Feature animation history.
This particular desk was built for the second golden age of Disney animation in the late 1980’s. Walt Disney animators did countless animation drawings
and paintings on these particular desks. Bringing such classic characters and stories to including, Roger Rabbit, The Little Mermaid, Lion King, Beauty and the
Beast, and many more. This specific animation desk style was commissioned exclusively by the Walt Disney Company and are based on the very original
Kem Weber designs from the early 1930’s. Kem Weber originally designed and built all the unique furniture for the Walt Disney animation studios. Even
though these desks were built specifically for high-end classical traditional Disney animation, the desk can also be angled flat, to be used for a computer or
drafting table as needed. This desk and accompanying furniture are literally works of art in their own right. The original Disney animation desk measures
55 x 72 x 27 in. and comes with a solid wood scene stacker. In unrestored, fine studio used condition. $3,000 - $5,000

389. Original set of blueprints for “Walt Disney’s Riverfront Square”, an unrealized Disney theme park intended for St. Louis. (Disney,
1963) The Disneyland that never was! In March 1963, Walt Disney met with the mayor of St. Louis to discuss plans for construction of a new theme park
in the riverfront area of St. Louis. Disney had his Imagineers draw up plans and design new attractions for the proposed park. For several reasons, plans for
the park fell through. Disney may have been insulted after August Busch, Jr. publicly called him crazy for thinking his park would succeed without selling
liquor. By July 1965, Disney announced that plans for the park would not move forward. Several classic Disneyland attractions were originally conceived
for the St. Louis park, including what would later become Pirates of the Caribbean, The Haunted Mansion, and Big Thunder Mountain Railroad. It shows in
great detail the different attractions and “lands”, conceived by Disney and his Imagineers including the stretching elevators of The Haunted Mansion, and
the Pirates of the Caribbean attraction. One of only two sets of plans known to exist. These original blueprints consist of 5-pages measuring 22 x 47 in. each.
Exhibiting some edge wear and age. In overall very good condition. $2,000 - $4,000
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390. Mr.Toads Wild Ride vehicle “Cyril”
from the Disney World attraction.
(1971-1998) The Adventures of Ichabod and
Mr. Toad was one of the Magic Kingdom’s
opening day attractions on October 1,
1971. Although it was modeled after the
Disneyland attraction, it had some unique
characteristics that set it apart from its
California counterpart. The most obvious
was that the Florida incarnation had two
separate boarding areas. The vehicles (in
the form of jalopies) in each boarding area
were on separate tracks that followed different paths, so riders would get a slightly
different ride, depending on where they
boarded. Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride closed on
September 7, 1998, and was subsequently
replaced with The Many Adventures of
Winnie the Pooh. One thing that seperates this ride vehicle from other Mr. Toad
cars (that have made it out of WDW) is
that Toady still has his 120 volt motor in
the back. the original cars were named
individually as Mr. Toad, MacBadger,
Mole and Ratty, with two each of Toady,
Cyril, Winky and Weasel. In original
unrestored fine park used condition.
$15,000 - $25,000
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391. R2-D2 remote control robotic character from the Disney Parks. This amazing remote controlled iconic droid was built for use in the Disney
parks in 2004, using actual screen used R2-D2s from the original Star Wars trilogy as reference. Precise measurements, and an abundance of photographs
were used to create one of the most accurate R2-D2s ever! From 2004 until its retirement in 2014, this R2-D2 was used at Walt Disney World in the Star
Wars Weekend parades, Meet & Greets, Photo ops, and stage shows featuring Star Wars celebrities. From 2004 to 2008, it was part of the Disney Stars and
Motorcars Parade, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. In the summer of 2011, this R2 made daily appearances in Disneyland’s Tomorrowland. This droid was also
featured at several other important events including with George Lucas and John Stewart as part of Star Wars Celebration of 2010. It appeared again with
George Lucas in 2011 at the reopening of Star Tours – The Adventure Continues, at Walt Disney World. This R2 also appeared in the 2013 Disney Christmas
special which aired on ABC. One of the most exciting events for the little droid was with the NASA space program when, on behalf of LucasFilm, R2
presented Luke Skywalker’s screen used Light Saber to an astronaut, so it could fly on the Space Shuttle Discovery. This R2-D2 is constructed of fiberglass
and aluminum (The dome being made entirely of aluminum) with a heavy duty drive system allowing the remote controlled droid to easily navigate the
approximately one mile long parade route. This R2-D2 is fully functional with a brand new battery, makes 53 different sounds from the original Star Wars
trilogy, and features working fiber optic lights. After being seen by millions of fans, and a decade in the parks, he’s ready to find a new home. Includes COA
from the builder and operator. In fine park used condition.. $100,000 - $200,000
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The

Harper Goff

COLLECTION

Harper Goff was a lifelong model train enthusiast. In 1951, while in a London model-making shop, he
met Walt Disney when they both wanted to buy the same model train. As a result of having met Disney,
he joined the Walt Disney Studios, a relationship that continued, off and on, until his death in 1993.
His extraordinary work gave a distinctive character to a number of Disney productions. He is specifically credited with many of the finest inventive effects in Disney’s groundbreaking live-action film,
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, which he art-directed.Years later, Goff created the submarine, Proteus,
for the film, Fantastic Voyage, and art-directed the highly acclaimed Willy Wonka & the Chocolate
Factory. Goff also contributed heavily to the early renderings and concept art for Disneyland. In 1975
Harper also contributed to Epcot Center, including designing the layout of the World Showcase, and
designing concepts for the Japan, Italy, and United Kingdom Pavilions. He also played the banjo in
the seven-piece Dixieland band called Firehouse Five Plus Two, formed by other Disney staff and led
by trombonist Ward Kimball. In 1993, he was posthumously named a Disney Legend. The following
(10) lots come from the Estate of Harper Goff. Harper Goff art never comes up for auction. This just
maybe your only opportunity to acquire some amazing pieces.

392. Harper Goff (5) original concept design drawings for Epcot’s World Showcase. (Walt Disney World, 1970s) Harper Goff was the chief
designer for Epcot’s World Showcase. Concept drawing of the layout of Epcot’s World Showcase showing the locations of the different pavilions measuring
14 x 17 in. Concept drawing of the German Pavilion measuring 24 x 18 in. Signed. Concept drawing of (4) World Showcase restaurants measuring 15 x
39 in. Concept drawing of a pavilion ice cream shop measuring 11 x 15 in. All accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum. Pen and ink and water color
drawing of an area of shops and restaurants measuring 13 x 17 in. All in fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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393. Harper Goff (7) concept design drawings and other material for an unrealized Disney World Thames River Attraction. (Walt Disney, 1986.)
A Walt Disney ride that never was. Goff designed this unrealized, expansive ride recreating a boat trip through London along the Thames River for Disney
World’s UK Pavilion. The relaxing, easy flowing, log flume styled ride would be part entertainment and part educational. (6) original concept drawings
accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum measuring 11 x 17 in. to 15.25 x 21 in. (4) are signed and dated by Harper Goff. (1) large concept drawing
of an aerial view of the entire attraction accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum measuring 30 x 24 in. Signed and dated. (12) Xerographic designs
mounted on boards (“4A” is unnumbered and hand-colored in acrylics) measuring 16 x 20 in. An assortment of Xerographic designs, maps, schematics
measuring 9.75 x 12.5 in. to 18.5 x 23.25 in. Assortment of Ozalids measuring 24 x 29 in. to 24 x 35 in. Overall in fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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394. Harper Goff original concept design drawing for Disneyland’s Main Street. (Disneyland, 1987) Accomplished in pen and ink on artist velum
measuring 11 x 29 in. Signed “H. Goff ‘87” in pen to lower right. A design drawing of an unrealized concept for a group of stores and restaurants along
the upper floor of the buildings on the 600 Block of Disneyland’s Main Street. 11 x 29 in. $1,000 - $1,500

395. Large Harper Goff concept design drawing for Epcot’s World Showcase. (Walt Disney World, 1970s) Harper Goff was the chief designer for
Epcot’s World Showcase. This beautifully detailed drawing is accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum measuring 15 x 36 in. Signed by Harper Goff.
Some light staining along the top. Otherwise, in fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

396. Harper Goff blueprints, stats, brown lines, ozalid, prints, photographs and other ephemera for Disney World’s Epcot Center. Over
20 large design reproductions, various sizes; with various other Disney World
and Disneyland photographs and ephemera Artwork and reproductions:
approximately 14 x 17 in. to 27 x 43.5 in.; loose photographs: 11 x 14 to 15
x 17 in. In overall fine condition. $500 - $1,000
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397. Harper Goff (2) concept design drawings for an unrealized Disneyland Discovery Bay Attraction. (Disneyland, 1979) Discovery Bay has
been the stuff of legend within the Disneyana fan community for decades now. In the 1970s, Walt Disney Imagineers officially announced a stunning new
land to join Disneyland’s seven – Discovery Bay. It would’ve been the flagship land of Disney’s theme park empire. Set in a technologically advanced late
1800s San Francisco, attractions based on 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and The Island at the Top of the World were prominent features. Sadly, Disney
began having second thoughts about the project. Mostly because the Disney-produced action-adventure The Island at the Top of the World — bombed
at the box office. But ever since, the Imagineers were finding new ways to keep Discovery Bay alive. First by reimagining the Tomorrowland area that had
been proposed for Euro Disneyland as Discoveryland and then by making Mysterious Island a centerpiece of Tokyo Disney Sea. In short, Discovery Bay is
one of those Disney-created ideas that just wouldn’t die. Harper Goff has created drawings depicting the proposed Island at the Top of the World Attraction
where guests would journey aboard the Hyperion to find the lost civilization of Astrigard in the Arctic. Accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum
measuring 26 x 23 in. (irregular) and 28 x 35 in. (Irregular). In fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

398. Harper Goff (2) concept design drawings for Disney World’s Pleasure Island Park. (Walt Disney World, 1988) (1)Architectural overview
drawing with paste-up elements for Pleasure Island Park – World Showcase lagoon. Signed and dated. Accomplished in pen and ink on artist paper measuring 17.5 x 28 in. (1) Pleasure Island - Architectural Mountain Island Structure drawing. Initialed and dated. Accomplished in pen and ink on artist vellum
measuring 14 x 17 in. Includes several copies of these drawings in the form of blueprints and stats. Both in fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

399. Harper Goff owned Disneyland’s Jungle Cruise
lithograph. (Walt Disney, 1987); A lithograph of one of Goff ’s
vintage concept drawings for Disneyland’s Jungle Cruise which
was sold in a signed, limited edition by the Disney Gallery in
1987. This is Goff ’s personal unsigned copy of that lithograph.
Has the Disney Gallery blindstamp to lower left and measures
14 x 29 in. In very good condition. $100 - $200
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400. Harper Goff banjo for Disney’s
“Fire House 5 Plus 2”. Harper Goff
was a talented banjo player and a member of Walt Disney’s Dixieland band, the
“Firehouse Five Plus Two,” which was
composed mainly of prominent Disney
employees like Frank Thomas and Ward
Kimball. After making their national
radio debut on The Bing Crosby Show
in 1950, the “Firehouse Five Plus Two”
performed together on The Mickey
Mouse Club and other TV shows and
films The band also played at Disneyland
on its opening day. Harper Goff played
this banjo with the “Firehouse Five Plus
Two” and at public events. This Ludwig
Ambassador Deluxe 4-string Banjo, circa
1920s, features a wooden resonator with
ornamental wooden inlay to rear and
sides, straight laminated neck, engraved
brass resonator flange, mother of
pearl inlay to fingerboard and
to peghead, brass tailpiece
engraved “Ludwig USA,”
Measures 4 x 13 x 33.5 in.
Comes with carrying case.
From the Harper Goff
estate. In fine condition.
$1,500 - $2,500

402. Harper Goff scrapbook photo album of his work on Epcot.
(ca. 1976-1986) A photograph scrapbook album, labeled: “World Showcase
/ Conceptual Material / Disney EPCOT Center / 1976 through 1986,”
containing 86 color snapshots, gelatin silver prints, most approximately 3.5
x 5 in., and approximately 75 color photographs, gelatin silver prints, various sizes, 86 pages total, housed in a blue photograph album. Throughout
the 1980s, Harper Goff contributed heavily to the design of Disney
World’s EPCOT Center, particularly the World Showcase’s Japan, United
Kingdom, and Italy Pavilions as well as other unrealized Pavilions. This
visual archive extensively covers his theme park work for Disney. Goff ’s
designs for unrealized attractions like Pleasure Island and the 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea ride Vulcania are also well-represented here. (Goff ’s
Vulcania designs were later partially incorporated into Tokyo Disneyland’s
DisneySeas.) The photograph album in this lot is devoted almost exclusively to Goff ’s work on EPCOT, including snapshots of concept art, miniatures of the Pavilion, and much more, up to and beyond EPCOT’s opening. Goff is shown in one photograph posing with EPCOT’s Spaceship
Earth globe in the background. Photographs are in fine condition. Photo
album is in very good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

401. Disneyland Aladdin Oasis
Restaurant (4) place settings
dinnerware set. (Disneyland,
1993) Aladdin’s Oasis originally
opened as Tahitian Terrace back
in 1962 and featured a dinner
show. Then in 1993, it transitioned to an Aladdin-themed
dinner show and received the
Aladdin’s Oasis name. However, the Aladdin dinner show only lasted just
about two years and the venue became a restaurant on peak park days.
Currently closed. Consisting of (4) sets of a Dinner plate (11 in.), Salad plate
(10 in.), bread plate (7.5 in.) and coffee cup and saucer (5.5 in.). Has Disney
Aladdin stamp on the back. No apparent chips or cracks. In fine park used
condition. $400 - $800
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403. Alice in Wonderland (2) concept
paintings for Disneyland Attraction.
(Disneyland, 1958) Concept art from
the ride is extremely rare. Accomplished
in pastel on artist board measuring 15 x
20 in. Some staining around the edges.
Otherwise, in very good condition.
$500 - $1,000
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404. Sam McKim Disneyland Golden Horseshoe Saloon concept painting inscribed to Don Kendall by Walt Disney.
(Disneyland, 1955) Sam McKim joined Disney in 1954 to create inspirational paintings for Disney’s new theme park, Disneyland.
Among his first paintings was Slue Foot Sue’s Golden Horseshoe Revue in Frontierland. He later contributed to Great Moments
with Mr. Lincoln, Carousel of Progress, Pirates of the Caribbean, and Haunted Mansion. Eventually, every land at the Park benefited from Sam’s magic touch. This stunning painting is accomplished in tempera and gouache on artist paper applied to board
measuring 22 x 36 in. Pepsi Cola sponsored the Golden Horseshoe Saloon when it opened in 1955. The mat is inscribed by
Disney to Don Kendall. Kendall was the VP of marketing for Pepsi-Cola in 1956 and then later the president in 1963. Comes
with Disneyland, Inc. copyright stamp. In vintage fine condition. $8,000 - $12,000

405. Marc Davis concept painting for Disneyland’s
Pirates of the Caribbean attraction. (Disneyland, 1967)
One of the nicest Pirates concept painting we have ever
offered. Accomplished in pen and ink and watercolor
on artist paper measuring 13.5 x 16.5. Signed by Marc
Davis, In very fine condition. $7,500 - $10,000

406. Mary Blair concept painting for
Disneyland’s It’s a Small World attraction. (Disneyland. 1966) Accomplished in
gouache on artist board measuring 10 x 10
in. With pinholes in the corners. In very
fine condition. $5,800 - $7,000

407. Disneyland Carousel concept painting by
Collin Campbell. (Disneyland, 1954) Campbell’s work
as a Disneyland imagineer began in 1954 where he created beautiful concept paintings to help sell the park to
financiers. Campbell’s first full-time assignment was the
Enchanted Tiki Room, which he helped develop. With
Claude Coats he developed Pirates of the Caribbean;
Campbell also built the model for the attraction’s Blue
Bayou area and designed its trademark flat-bottomed boats.
He also designed concept art for It’s a Small World and
Carousel of Progress. Campbell became a Disney Legend
in 2013. Accomplished in pastel on artist board measuring
11 x 16. Signed by Collin Campbell. With pin holes in
corners. In fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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408. Disneyland Main Street original pan concept art by Dale Hennesy. (Disneyland, 1953) Entitled “View of Main Street, U.S.A.”, this amazing concept painting is particularly important because it shows the “Haunted Mansion” at the end of Main Street. Later, Walt didn’t feel that the Haunted
Mansion belonged on that locale and temporarily relocated it to Frontierland. This version of the “Haunted Mansion” later became the design for the
“Phantom Manor” in Paris Disneyland. Accomplished in watercolor, colored pencil and brown line on artist linen measuring 15.5 x 39 in.With Disneyland
copyright stamp. The art has been applied to foam core. In fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

409. “Peter Pan”, “Captain Hook” and “Wendy” figures from Disneyland Main Street.
(Disneyland, 1960s) These Figures from Peter Pan interacted with each other while on display at
Disneyland Main Street. The extremely detailed hand-painted characters are made of cast rigid
vinyl and resin composite and are fully dressed in fabric, felt, and velvet costume components
and accessories. The heads can be rotated and have Synthetic and human hair. Some paint loss on
Captain Hook’s hand and face. Measuring 25 in., 27 in., and 32 in. In very good park used condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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410. “Mickey Mouse” from Mickey and
the Beanstalk animatronic figure from
Disneyland. (Disneyland, 1963) Displayed on
Disneyland Main Street to promote the airing
of the short on Walt Disney’s Wonderful World
of Color TV series. Fully working animatronic
figure with moving arms, head and eyes. Hollow
cast resin composite with hand painted details and
felt outer layer. Fully dressed in fabric costume
components. Hat may have been replaced at some
point. Measures 26 x 12 in. Animatronic figures
from Disneyland are extremely rare and highly
desirable. In vintage fine park used condition.
$4,000 - $7,000

411. “Pluto” animatronic
figure from Disneyland
Main Street. (Disneyland,
1960s) Back in the early 1960s, “Pluto”
was on display on Main Street, painting with his tail. Pluto’s tail would
move the brush back and forth against
a canvas painting. Hollow cast resin
composite with marigold flocked fur
and felt embellished eyes and
ears. Figure is mounted on a
wood stand with the mechanics and motor below. Although
the animatronics is currently
not working, everything appears
to be intact and the motor does
run. Pluto measures 22 x 35
in. The wood base measures 22
x 12 x 11 in. In fine park used
condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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412. “Mary Poppins’ umbrella and “Bert’s
cane from Disneyland’s Fantasy on Parade.
(Disneyland, 1966) Unlike Disneyland’s previous Christmas parades, Fantasy on Parade was
conceived to be a “show on parade” in which
the various units would occasionally stop
along the parade route to perform dances and
routines for the guests. The parade consisted
of elements from Walt Disney films, which
would vary throughout the years with new
units and characters based on more recent
films. Mary Poppins’s parrot handle is hand
carved and hand painted wood measuring 6
in. The umbrella measures 33 in. and the cane
measures 35 in. The Plexiglas case is damaged and measures 40 x 12 in. With Fantasy
on Parade plaque. In fine park used condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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413. Disneyland Main Street Display model from Up. (Walt Disney, 2009) Model of the Up
House that was displayed on Main Street during the theatrical release of the movie. Accomplished
in printed vinyl on wood and measuring 16 x 16 x 24 in. Very detailed hand-built model. In fine
park used condition. $300 - $500

414. “Cinderella” hand-painted
mural from Disneyland Main
Street. (Disneyland, 1960s) This
large Cinderella mural was displayed
on a wall at the Emporium on Main
Street. Accomplished in acrylic on
vintage particle board measuring 48
x 72 in. In fine park used condition.
$1,500 - $2,500

415. Disneyland Star Tours attraction 70mm film and lens. (Disneyland, 1987)
Lucas and his team of special effects technicians at Industrial Light & Magic were
responsible for producing the first-person perspective film that would be projected
inside the flight simulators. The film was front-projected onto the screen from a 70
mm film projector located beneath the cockpit barrier. This is the actual 70mm film
that was used in the Star Tours attraction at Disneyland. Also included is the actual
70mm projector lens. $7,000 - $10,000
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416. Disney 70mm test reels and lens. (Disneyland, 1980s) Containing
footage of “Tinker Bell”, Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast
and The Little Mermaid for an unknown project. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $3,000
417. Disneyland Art Corner
Gallery painted sign by Don
“Ducky” Williams. (Walt Disney,
1970s) Don Williams or Ducky as
he is known throughout the Disney
community is an illustrator for the
Walt Disney Company, where he
has worked for over 40 years, The
acclaimed Senior Character artist has drawn literally thousands
of Disney stars for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads,
and television. This sign advertised production cels that were
sold at the Art Corner Gallery
in the 60s and 70s. Extremely
rare. Accomplished in gouache
on illustration board measuring
14 x 11 in. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

418. Metal basket from Star Tours. (Disneyland, 1992) The droid parts
basket hung from a conveyor in the pre-show queue area. Measures 24 x 18
x 8 in. In very good condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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419. “Henry” animatronic figure from Disneyland Country Bear
Jamboree. (Disneyland, 1972) This cute animatronic bear was located in
the lobby of the Country Bear Jamboree. Guests could operate a machine
to get “Henry” to dance about and play his guitar. Soft sculpted marionette
figure with hand painted face and faux fur covering. Multimedia costume
components and hand-made wood guitar with rhinestones. Measuring
19.5 in. In fine park used condition. $4,000 - $7,000
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420. Ernest S. Marsh hand painted metal sign from Disneyland Railroad Steam Engine #4. (ca. 1950s-1960s)
Vintage 46 x 8 in. metal and hand painted enamel sign. Named in tribute to Santa Fe Railroad president Ernest S. Marsh,
this sign hung on Engine #4 of the Disneyland Railroad, which began service at the park in 1959. Small spot of enamel
loss below lettering. Some oxidation and wear. In park used very good condition. $2,000 - $3,000

421. Prop sign from the Pirates of the Caribbean Attraction at Disneyland. (Disneyland, 1967) This sign originally hung over an oval entryway
in the “Town” section of the ride. From the estate of Fred Kopetiz. The animation career of Fred J. Kopietz (1909-1992) spanned almost the whole of
Hollywood animation’s golden age, from 1930 until just past the death of Walt Disney in 1966. He started with Ub Iwerks, spent most of the thirties
with Walter Lantz, and devoted the rest of his career to Disney. Fred was a collector, a saver, of Disney items. His Disney collection consisted of mostly
animation art and Disneyland memorabilia. Made of painted foam core measuring 12 x 51 in. Fred Kopetiz’s business card from Disney is affixed to the
back. Some paint wear along the edges. In fine park used condition. $800 - $1,200
422. Prop apple from
“Snow White’s Scary
Adventure”
attraction
at Disneyland. (ca (1968)
Apples like these were among
the most frequently stolen
items in the Magic Kingdom
from opening day in 1955
until 1983 when Imagineers
finally replaced the practical prop with a hologram.
The hollow plastic apple is
painted with flourescent red
paint to react to the black
light setting of the ride and
(1) has retained the wire on
its stem that bound it to
the witch’s outstretched hand.
Some flaking and paint loss
but remains in very good
condition. A treasured piece
of Disneyland (and artificial
fruit) history. $600 - $1,000
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423. “Pirates gold bar” from Disneyland
Pirates of the Caribbean. (Disneyland, 1970s) This
painted resin prop measures 2.5 x 4 in. Dried
epoxy glue on the reverse where it was affixed to
the ride. Otherwise, in fine park used condition.
$100 - $200
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424. Animatronic Pirate head for Disneyland Pirates of the Caribbean. (Disneyland, 1980s) We have never offered one of these before! This pirate was
one of the prisoners who was trying to beckon the dog with the keys. The skin is made of painted cast vinyl. A zipper runs along the back of the head so
that it can easily be placed over the animatronics. There are also metal pieces in the lining of the skin that attach to the animatronics. It was acquired during
a 1997 refurbishment of the attraction measuring 11 x 8 in. In fine park used condition. $2,000 - $4,000

425. Disneyland Mark II Monorail vehicle panel signed by Bob Gurr. (Disneyland, 1961) When the Disneyland Monorail opened in 1959, it was
intended as a sightseeing experience rather than a mode of transportation. Then in June 1961, the Disneyland Monorail became the transportation link that
we know and love today. The track was extended, linking the Disneyland Hotel to Tomorrowland in Disneyland park. Not only was the track extended,
but a new fleet of Mark II monorails was introduced, featuring four cars each, instead of three found on the Mark I. Also, the gold monorail joined the red
and blue monorails in the family. This is a side panel from the gold monorail. Made of sheet metal and measuring 30 x 35 in. This beautiful work of art has
the original Santa Fe & Disneyland RY. decals and is signed by the monorail designer, Bob Gurr. Some paint loss. Otherwise, in fine park used condition.
$5,000 - $10,000
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426. Attraction scenery
prop from Mr. Toad’s
Wild Ride at Walt
Disney World.
(Disneyland, 1960s) Painted
wood image of a flower pot
measuring 54 x 24 in. In
fine park used condition.
$400 - $600

429. Railroad track section from Walt Disney’s
miniature steam locomotive at his home in
Holmby Hills, CA. by
Carolwood
Pacific
Historical Society. (Walt
Disney, 1950) Placed in a
block of Lucite measuring
5 x 3.5 in. Edition: 50/50.
$200 - $300

430. Track
section
from
Disneyland Peter Pan’s Flight by
Carolwood Pacific Historical
Society.
(Disneyland, 1955)
Mounted in a frame measuring 17
x 10. Edition size of just 100. Comes
with cert. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300

427. “Winnie the Pooh” “Hunny”
Pot ornament from Disneyland’s
Bear Country. (Disneyland, 1980s)
The “Hunny” Pot ornament hung on
a Christmas tree at Disneyland’s Bear
Country. Painted cast resin pot measures 6 x 5 in. and is tied to a metal
hanger and wood base. In fine park
used condition. $200 - $300

428. Disneyland (2) studio photographs of Pirates of the Caribbean.
(Disneyland, 1967) Measuring 16 x 20
in. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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431. Railroad track section from Disneyland Train
Station. (Disneyland, 1955)
Mounted on wood with a picture of Walt Disney in front of
the train measuring 16 x 8 in.
Edition: 6/50. In very fine condition. $300 - $500
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432. Disneyland Pirates of the Caribbean painting. (Disneyland, 1960s)
Accomplished in acrylic on canvas measuring 18 x 20.5. Depicting the
portion of the attraction where the drunken pirate is laying in the mud
with the pigs. From the estate of a Disney Imagineer. Thought to be
exhibited in the park in the late 1960s. Back of the canvas exhibits aging.
In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

433. “Bit” production cels and production drawings for Epcot
Center World Key information terminals. (Walt Disney World, 1982)
When Epcot first open, guest could go to World Key Information terminals
located at several points around EPCOT Center. Through a touch screen,
they could get information from “Bit” an “arm” character. The terminals
weren’t so user friendly and they only lasted a few months. Cel and drawings
measure 10.5 x 13 in. Comes with film strip. In fine condition. $200 - $300

435. Animal Kingdom Dinosaur Attraction dinosaur prop. (Disney
World, 1998) One of the dinosaurs found on this exciting attraction.
Expertly painted resin prop measuring 11 x 23 in. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

436. “Velociraptor” maquette for Animal Kingdom’s Dinosaur
Attraction. (Walt Disney World, 1998) This hand-painted resin maquette
was created to help the Imagineers design the dinosaurs for the popular
ride. Measuring 6 x 12 in. In fine condition. $300 - $500

434. “Brachiosaur” neck and head maquette for Animal Kingdom’s Dinosaur attraction.*(Walt Disney World, 1998) This hand-painted resin
maquette has been finished on one side only and was created to help the Imagineers design the dinosaurs for the popular ride. Measuring 29 x 7 in. In
fine condition. $300 - $500
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437. “Triceratops” maquette for Animal Kingdom’s Dinosaur
Attraction. (Walt Disney World, 1998) This hand-painted resin maquette
was created to help the Imagineers design the dinosaurs for the popular
ride. Measuring 12 x 22 in. In fine condition. $500 - $800

438. Mary Poppins parrot head handle from Walt Disney World.
(Walt Disney World, 1996) Parrot head prop was used for Mary Poppins
entertainment shows, “Meet and Greets” and parades. It was also used as a
standard for the paint department to follow for replacement pieces. It is comprised of a painted urethane composite base and measures 5.5 x 3 in. In fine
park used condition. $800 - $1,200

439. “Red Devil” attraction prop
from The Mr. Toads Wild Ride at
Disney World. (Walt Disney World,
1971) Located at the end of the
attraction, this memorable prop is
made of painted fiberglass and measures 23 x 11 in. In fine park used
condition. $4,000 - $8,000
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440. Lantern from The Mad
Tea Party attraction at Walt
Disney World. (Walt Disney
World, 1970s) Made of fiberglass
that is painted Powder blue with
purple trim. Comes with a light
fixture on top and measures 30
x 18 in.. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

442. Seaweed and coral from Walt Disney World’s 20,000
Leagues attraction. (Walt Disney World, 1980s) Coral is handpainted resin. In fine park used condition. $100 - $200

443. “African Tribal mask”
from Walt Disney World’s
Jungle Cruise. (Walt Disney
World, 1971) Acquired by a
Disney employee during the
refurbishment of the ride.
Made of carved wood that
has been hand-painted with
a resin coating to protect it
from the elements. Measures
17.5 x 7 in. In fine park used
condition. $200 - $300

441. Harry Holt original sculpted maquette of “Mr. Smee” for the
Peter Pan’s Flight attraction at Walt Disney World. (Walt Disney World,
1971) Starting in 1943, Harry Holt worked primarily as an animator on the
Disney shorts. In 1966 he became a Disney Imagineering sculptor/art director and began work on sculpting maquettes for the audio-animatronics characters. His sculpture work included figures for Country Bear Jamboree, Pirates of
the Caribbean, Haunted Mansion and Peter Pan’s Flight. The Walt Disney World
version of Peter Pan’s Flight expanded on the original Disneyland attraction.
While the overall theme and format of the ride was consistent with the original in California, the Walt Disney World ride would feature its characters in
Audio-Animatronic style. The maquette is 9 in and is hand-signed by Harry
Holt (1911-2004). A photo of him signing this very rare piece is included in
the lot. Minor handling. In fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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444. “Mickey Mouse” lamp from
The Grand Floridian hotel. (Walt
Disney World, 2000s) Great image of
“Mickey Mouse” measuring 19 in.
Missing lamp shade. In fine condition. $200 - $300

445. “Minnie” life vest display prop for Walt Disney world AirVest
2000 Parasailing Attraction. (Walt Disney World, 2000s) This painted
fiberglass display prop measures 29 x 27 in. Some paint loss and surface
wear. Otherwise, in fine park used condition. $300 - $500

446. “Mickey” life vest display prop for Walt Disney world AirVest
2000 Parasailing Attraction. (Walt Disney World, 2000s) This painted fiberglass display prop measures 29 x 27 in. Some paint loss and surface wear.
Otherwise, in fine park used condition. $300 - $500

447. Skyway To Tomorrowland Attraction Sign From Walt
Disney World. (Walt Disney World, 1971) The Skyway was a
gondola lift attraction at Walt Disney World. This attraction took
riders back and forth between Fantasyland and Tomorrowland.
The route from Tomorrowland was called Skyway to Fantasyland,
and the route from Fantasyland was called Skyway to Tomorrowland.
This sign was located at the entry to the Skyway to Tomorrowland to
let guest know that it was only One Way. The Skyway was closed
in 1999, but after almost twenty years of absence, Disney plans to
revive the classic Skyway in a modern-day take at the Walt Disney
World Resort. This rare wooden sign is hand-built and handpainted measuring 18.5 x 22 x 3.5 in. Some paint loss and surface
wear. In fine park used condition. $800 - $2,000

448. Disney’s
Hunchback of
Notre Dame’s
“Quasimodo”
wooden sign
from Disneyland.
(Disneyland, 1996)
Construction area
sign that has been cut
out and hand-painted
measuring 56 x 34 in.
Surface wear. In fine
park used condition.
$300 - $500

449. Disneyland Hotel placemat. (Disneyland, 1970s) Great aerial picture
of the hotel property. Only available in the hotel rooms at the Disneyland
Hotel. Measures 10 x 15 in. and is laminated. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200
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450. Disneyland flag that hung on
Main Street. (Disneyland, 1970s) Nylon
flag with the image of the castle and the
words, “Disneyland” measuring 18 x 55 in.
Some light staining and top right edge is
frayed. Otherwise in very good park used
condition. $500 - $800

451. Cubby O’Brien’s original Mousketeer #5 fire hat from The
Mickey Mouse Club. One of the original Mousketeers, Cubby was featured
on The Mickey Mouse Club from 1955-1958.Tape on the interior is marked
“Cubby”. Exhibits expected wear and age. $1,500 - $2,000
453. Disneyland backstage costume department poster featuring
“The Evil Witch”. (ca. 1980s) Disneyland produced novelty color poster
which hung in the wardrobe department backstage in the park. Not commercially available to the public. Measuring 22 x 18 in. On backing board
with some edge wear. Otherwise, in fine condition. $200 - $300

452. Star Tours Attraction “C-3PO” poster for Walt Disney World.
(Walt Disney, 1989) This 27 x 24 in. attraction poster was located in the hallway after you exited the ride vehicle. Poster applied to heavy backing board.
In fine vintage condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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454. Disneyland backstage “You Want What Size?” costume
department poster featuring “Maleficent”. (ca. 1980s) Disneyland
produced novelty color poster which hung in the wardrobe department
backstage in the park. Not commercially available to the public. Measuring
24 x 24 in. On backing board with pin holes on corner. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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455. Disneyland Splash Mountain original illustration art featuring
“Minnie Mouse”. (Disneyland, 1989) Produced in conjunction with the
opening of Splash Mountain. Most likely the artwork for an attraction
poster. Accomplished in photo process and airbrush on artist board measuring 34 x 19.5 in. Purchased at the Disney Auctions. Comes with Disney
cert. Not examined out of frame. In very fine condition. $800 - $2,000

456. Disneyland Splash Mountain original illustration art featuring
“Br’er Rabbit”, “Br’er Fox” and “Br’er Bear”. (Disneyland, 1989)
Produced in conjunction with the opening of Splash Mountain. Most
likely the artwork for an attraction poster. Accomplished in acrylic and
mixed media on artist board measuring 25.5 x 20 in. Purchased at the
Disney Auctions. Comes with Disney cert. Disney Auction stamps on back.
Not examined out of frame. In very fine condition. $800 - $2,000

457 Don “Ducky” Williams Original Illustration painting for a
Disneyland Main Street attraction poster. (Disneyland, 1978) Don
Williams or Ducky as he is known throughout the Disney community
is an illustrator for the Walt Disney Company, where he has worked for
over 40 years, The acclaimed Senior Character artist has drawn literally
thousands of Disney stars for books, lithographs, brochures, magazine ads,
and television. Accomplished in acrylic on illustration board measuring 30
x 22 in. What’s unusual about this painting is that it was painted entirely
with sticks, a process that was popular in the 70’s. In very fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

458. Disneyland Splash Mountain original illustration art featuring
“Br’er Rabbit”. (Disneyland, 1989) Produced in conjunction with the
opening of Splash Mountain. Most likely the artwork for an attraction
poster. Accomplished in acrylic and mixed media with cel overlay on artist board measuring 22 x 15 in. Purchased at the Disney Auctions. Comes
with Disney cert. Disney Auction stamps on back. Not examined out of
frame. In very fine condition. $800 - $2,000
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459. Disneyland Railroad Attraction poster. (Disneyland, 1998) The
poster was printed by Disneyland on a full 4 color screen offset printing
press. It is made of a new weave material that incorporates regular fiber and
plastic-like material so they would be more water resistant and made to last
with the harsh conditions of sun and rain at the park.These posters were only
made for a few years, because they proved too expensive to produce. This is
the Jim Michaelson designed poster. Measuring 54 x 36 in. In fine park used
condition. $300 - $500

461. Disneyland Pirates of the Caribbean Attraction poster. (Disneyland,
1998) The poster was printed by Disneyland on a full 4 color screen offset
printing press. It is made of a new weave material that incorporates regular
fiber and plastic-like material so they would be more water resistant and
made to last with the harsh conditions of sun and rain at the park. These
posters were only made for a few years, because they proved too expensive
to produce. Measuring 54 x 36 in. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

460. Disneyland Matterhorn Attraction poster. (Disneyland, 1998) The
poster was printed by Disneyland on a full 4 color screen offset printing press.
It is made of a new weave material that incorporates regular fiber and plasticlike material so they would be more water resistant and made to last with the
harsh conditions of sun and rain at the park. These posters were only made
for a few years, because they proved too expensive to produce. Measuring 54
x 36 in. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

462. Disneyland Autopia Attraction poster. (Disneyland, 1998) The
poster was printed by Disneyland on a full 4 color screen offset printing press.
It is made of a new weave material that incorporates regular fiber and plasticlike material so they would be more water resistant and made to last with the
harsh conditions of sun and rain at the park. These posters were only made
for a few years, because they proved too expensive to produce. Measuring 54
x 36 in. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500
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463.
Disneyland
Columbia
Attraction
poster. (Disneyland, 1998)
The poster was printed by
Disneyland on a full 4 color
screen offset printing press.
It is made of a new weave
material that incorporates
regular fiber and plastic-like
material so they would be
more water resistant and
made to last with the harsh
conditions of sun and rain
at the park. These posters
were only made for a few
years, because they proved
too expensive to produce.
Measuring 54 x 36 in. In
fine park used condition.
$300 - $500

466. Mary Blair silkscreen print of concept artwork inspired by It’s
a Small World. (Disneyland, 1960s) Hand-silkscreened print on board that
hung at the Disneyland Hotel measuring 20 x 30 in. Great image of Mary
Blair’s iconic artwork. In fine condition $500 - $700

464. Sunkist Disneyland instore
promotional
poster. (Disneyland, 1962) A very
rare in-store poster for Sunkist
Orange Juice featuring the 1962
Disneyland wall map by Sam
McKim that was set up for display in participating grocery stores.
Poster folded once as originally
offered. Measures 41 x 25 in. In
fine condition. $100 - $200

465. “It’s a Small
World - Tower of
the Four Winds”
Fine Art Print.
(Disneyland, 1980)
Original Fine Art
Serigraph of “Tower
of the Four Winds.”
This image was originally used on Paul
Hartley’s “It’s a Small
World” poster for the
1964-65 New York
World’s Fair attraction. This is a long
out-of-print Fine
Art piece that was
originally offered
only at Disneyland.
In its original frame
for an overall size
of 15” x 37”. In
very fine condition.
$200 - $300

467. Disneyland Guardian of the Galaxy attraction sign featuring “Baby Groot”. (Disneyland, 2016)
Broadcast Base Camp printed composite sign measuring
36 x 24 in. Exhibiting some scratches. Otherwise, in fine
park used condition. $100 - $200

468. (2) “Snow White” and her cottage prints that hung at the Disneyland Grand
Californian Hotel. (Disneyland, 1990s) Measuring 16 x 20 in. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200
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469. Large Disneyland banner. (Disneyland,
1980s) Measuring 36 x 112 in. and made of vinyl,
this huge banner spells out the word, “Disneyland”.
In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

470. Extra large Disneyland banner.
(Disneyland, 1980s) Measuring 4.5 x 17.5
feet and made of vinyl this gigantic banner
spells out the word, “Disneyland”. In fine
park used condition. $300 - $500

471. Disneyland
(2) A Bug’s Land
“Bug Juice” and
“Shuttle” signs.
(Disneyland, 2010s)
Composite printed
signs measuring 18 x 18 in
from Disneyland’s
California
Adventure. In fine
park used condition.
$100 - $200
472. Disneyland
D23 1st
Anniversary
Captain EO sign
and “Disney
Voluntears” sign.
(Disneyland, 2010s)
Composite printed
signs measuring 20
x 20 in. and 18 x 24
in. In fine park used
condition.
$100 - $200

474. Large Disneyland 45th Anniversary
banner. (Disneyland, 1990) Measuring 90 x
60 in. and made of vinyl, this huge banner
features Tinker Bell. In fine park used condition. $300 - $500

473. Large Disneyland California
Adventures Cars Land banner.
(Disneyland, 2012) Measuring 95 x
117 in. and made of vinyl, this huge
banner has beautiful graphics. In fine
park used condition. $300 - $500
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475. Disneyland California
Adventure
sign
and
“Up All Night Dopey”
sign. (Disneyland, 2010s)
Composite printed signs
measuring 30 x 22 in. and
20 x 25 in. In fine park used
condition. $200 - $300

478. Disneyland (4) handheld signs for invited guests. (Disneyland,
2010s) Composite printed signs various sizes. (2) Diamond Celebration, (1)
Holiday Celebration and (1) Halloween Celebration. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

479. Disneyland (2) Halloween time signs featuring “Captain Hook” and
“Jafar”. (Disneyland, 2010s) Composite printed signs measuring 18 x 24 in. In fine
park used condition. $200 - $300
476. Disneyland (3) signs: “Tinker Bell”, “Celebrate
Today” and Disneyland Resort. (Disneyland, 2010s)
Composite printed signs measuring 26 x 20 in., 18 in diameter
and 12 x 24 in. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

480. Large D23 “It All
Started By a Mouse”
Sign. (Disneyland, 2016)
This huge sign features a
large image of “Mickey
Mouse’ and measures 92.5
x 39.5 in. In fine park used
condition. $100 - $200

477. Disneyland (2) 60th Anniversary Diamond Celebration signs.
(Disneyland, 2015) Composite printed signs measuring 25 x 20 in. In fine
park used condition. $200 - $300
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481. Disneyland (2) Halloween Time signs featuring Disney villains.
(Disneyland, 2010s) Composite printed signs measuring 24 x 20 in. In fine
park used condition. $200 - $300
484. Disneyland cast member jacket. (Disneyland, 1980s) Male blue
jacket with Disneyland castle patch. Retains internal Disneyland label. In
fine park used condition. $100 - $200

482. Disneyland California Adventure (3) Halloween time Toy Story,
Soarin’ Over California, and Radiator Springs signs. (Disneyland, 2010s)
Composite printed signs measuring 36 x 20 in. In fine park used condition.
$200 - $300

485. Disneyland Toontown lettered cardigan sweater exclusively
for Imagineers. (Disneyland, 1993) Male Knitted blue sweater with an
image of Mickey Mouse given exclusively to Imagineers that worked on
Toontown. Retains Walt Disney Imagineering label. In fine condition.
$100 - $200

483. Disneyland park maintenance jumpsuit. (Disneyland,
1960s) The blue button-front
jumpsuit has an affixed Disneyland
patch and retains the Disneyland
label. In fine park used condition.
$200 - $300
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486. Disneyland Fantasmic! cast member jacket. (Disneyland,
1992) Male zipped jacket with sewn logo on front and a sewn logo and
dragon on back. Retains Disneyland label. In fine park used condition.
$200 - $300
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487. Disneyland “Tomorrowland 2055”
park jacket. (Disneyland, 1990s) Male
black zippered jacket with a sewn rocket
ship logo on the front and back with the
words: “Tomorrowland 2055” Disneyland.
Given exclusively to Imagineers that
worked on Tomorrowland. Retains Walt
Disney Imagineering label. In fine condition. $100 - $200

489. Disneyland cast member trench coat. (Disneyland, 1980s) Male
buttoned London Fog trench coat with zippered lining. Disneyland patch
on front. Retains Disneyland label. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

488. Disneyland Club 33 cast member vest. (Disneyland, 1990s) Male
button vest with a Club 33 pattern throughout. Retains internal Walt
Disney Company label. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

490. Disneyland cast member jacket. (Disneyland, 1980s) Male zipper
light jacket with Disneyland patch on front. Retains Disneyland label. In fine
park used condition. $100 - $200
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494.
Disney
World
Fantasyland cast member
costume. (Disney World,
1980s) Female (2) piece uniform consisting of (1) white
front button shirt with pattern
and (1) pair of green shorts.
Both retain internal Disney
World labels. In fine park
worn condition. $200 - $400

491. Disneyland Mickey’s
Sweet 16 cast member shirt.
(Disneyland, 2000s) Male shirt with
sewn logo on front. In fine park
used condition. $100 - $200

492. Disneyland “Train Conductor”
cast member costume. (Disneyland,
1955-Present) Female (3) piece uniform for
the Disneyland Railroad attraction. Consisting
of (1) white short sleeve button front shirt with
attached ascot, (1) black vest with “castle” buttons and (1) pair of long black pants. All retain
internal Disneyland labels. In fine park worn
condition. $400 - $600

495. Tomorrowland Indy Speedway cast
member costume. (Disney World, 1990s)
Male (3) piece uniform consisting of (1)
futuristic gray and multicolor patterned
front silver button shirt with purple epaulets and sewn patch on back and (1) pair of
long gray pants with (1) gray belt. All retain
internal Disney World labels. In fine park
worn condition. $300 - $600

493. Epcot Universe of Energy cast member costume. (Disney World, 1982) Male
(2) piece uniform consisting of (1) futuristic
tan and striped color front button shirt with
sewn Universe of Energy Exxon patch and (1)
pair of long white pants. Both retain internal
Disney World labels. In fine park worn condition. $200 - $400
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496. Disneyland
children’s red wallet. (Disneyland, 1960s)
Snap flap closure with
Disneyland castle measuring 4 x 3 in. closed
and 8 x 3 in. open. In
fine condition.
$100 - $200

497. Disneyland children’s “Keppy Kap” souvenir. (Disneyland, 1956)
Yellow version measuring 7.5 x 11 x 4 in. 4 in. crack on back that has been
repaired with tape. Otherwise, in very good condition. $100 - $200

500. Mickey Mouse View Master and large collection of slides in original
packaging. (ca. 1960s) Including (18) sets of slides featuring all the park lands.
With Mickey Mouse face View Master. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

498. Large Disneyland Railroad collection. (ca. 1950s-2001)
Including (1) railroad spike from Disneyland’s Main Street railroad
station, (3) railroad brochures, (1) vintage 8 x 10 in. photo of Main
Street station, (1) Santa Fe & Disneyland R.R. 1960 ticket, (1) Lilly
Belle Presidential Car ticket, (1) Santa Fe & Disneyland R.R. 6-ticket
strip for “First Class Passage Between Disneyland Points”. Carolwood
Pacific Railroad collection includes (1) miniature railroad spike, (1)
piece of track, (1) 1954 railroad pass, (1) 1955 railroad pass, (2) vintage photos of Walt’s railroad, (5) pages of Ward Kimball and Bruce
Bushman correspondence with 3-signed by Kimball and 2-on “Grizzly
Flats Railroad” letterhead, (1) mounted railroad spike from the Walt
Disney’s 100th Birthday Party, (1) set of 5-Retlaw Railroad monogram
dishes, (1) Disneyland Railroad “Chief Engineer” costume, (2) pairs of
character gloves, (1) pair of Spin & Marty fringed gloves and (1) pair of
Zorro gloves. All in vintage very good to fine condition. $800 - $800

499. Disneyland children’s Monorail purse. (Disneyland, 1960s)
Vinyl white and red purse with zipper and a great image of the
Monorail. Measures 5 x 7 in. In fine condition. $100 - $200
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501. No Lot

504. Pirates of the Caribbean Limited Edition 9 coin set. (Disneyland,
2006) This beautiful collection is professionally framed measuring 16 x 18
in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

502. Disneyland (4) decorative ceramic plates. (ca. 1950s-1960s)
Including (1) map of Disneyland plate, (1) Sleeping Beauty Castle and woodland creature graphics plate, (1) matte sky blue “Snow White” cameo plate,
and (1) full-bleed Sleeping Beauty Castle graphic plate. All in vintage fine
condition. $100 - $200

505. The Haunted Mansion Holiday “13 Faces of Jack” 14 coin set.
(Disneyland, 2006) This beautiful collection is professionally framed measuring 16 x 18 in. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

503. Disneyland (5) packs of limited edition trading cards.
(Disneyland, 1995) These numbered limited edition trading card sets were
created for Disneyland’s 45th Anniversary. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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506. The Haunted
Mansion
Holiday
The Nightmare Before
Christmas 14 coin
set. (Disneyland, 2006)
This beautiful collection is professionally
framed measuring 18
x 16 in. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

509. “Dalmatian Pup”
Disney store display. (Walt
Disney, 2000s) Plush figure
measuring 18 x 18 in. In very
fine condition. $200 - $300

507. Disneyland (5) concept paintings prints of Toontown signed
by the artists. (Disneyland, 1990-92) Printed on cards measuring 5 x 7
in. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

510. Bob Gurr signed concept print from The Disney Gallery at
Disneyland. (Disneyland, 2000s) Great image of a concept car for the
Autopia Attraction at Disneyland measuring 16 x 20 in. Edition: 4/150. With
Disney Gallery embossed seal. In very fine condition. $100 - $200

508. Fantasia “Broom with Buckets” figure for a Disney store
display. (Walt Disney, 1990s) Painted 3-D fiberglass measuring 21 x 28 x
8.5 in. Purchased at the Disney Auctions. Comes with Disney cert. In fine
store used condition. $800 - $1,200

511. Joe Rohde concept print from The Disney Gallery at
Disneyland. (Disneyland, 2000s) Great image of a Pirates of The Caribbean
scene from the Attraction at Disneyland measuring 16 x 20 in. Edition:
111/150. With Disney Gallery embossed seal. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200
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512. “The Lilly Belle” limited edition working steam locomotive by Carolwood Pacific Historical Society. (ca. 2008) Comes with tender.
1:20.3 Scale. Edition size of just 50. Brand new in (2) boxes. In very fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

513. “Kalamazoo” Handcar from the Disneyland Station by
Carolwood Pacific Historical Society. (ca. 2000s) Model of the one
parked by the tracks as you enter Disneyland. 1:20.3 Scale. Edition of just 50.
Brand new in the box. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

514. Disneyland artist proof red Monorail Mark I by Master Replica
and Bob Gurr. (Disneyland, 2005) As part of Disneyland’s 50th anniversary,
artists from Disney and master replicas created this limited edition die-cast red
monorail. Complete with working headlights, taillights, and top beacon. This
is an artist proof from an edition of 1,955. The monorail itself measures 22 x
2 x 2.5 in. and comes with a 22 x 4.5 x 2.5 in. display stand. Brand new. In
original box. Cert signed by Bob Gurr. Includes an addition cert. from Disney
designating it as an artist proof. In very fine condition. $600 - $900
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515. Disneyland artist proof blue Monorail Mark I by Master Replica
and Bob Gurr. (Disneyland, 2005) As part of Disneyland’s 50th anniversary, artists from Disney and master replicas created this limited edition
die-cast blue Monorail. Complete with working headlights, taillights, and
top beacon. This is an artist proof from an edition of 500. The monorail
itself measures 22 x 2 x 2.5 in. and comes with a 22 x 4.5 x 2.5 in. display
stand. Brand new. In original box. Cert signed by Bob Gurr. Includes
an addition cert. from Disney designating it as an artist proof. In very fine
condition. $900 - $1,500

516. (12) limited edition Club 33 pins for the 50th Anniversary.
(Disneyland, 2017) These limited edition Club 33 pins were issued monthly. Individual pins have sold for $200 or more. Rare to find the complete
set of (12). Never used. In original boxes with outer sleeves. In very fine
condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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517. Disney “Villainess” painting by Disney artist Richard
Sznerch. (Walt Disney, 1990s)
This huge wonderful painting is
accomplished in acrylic on board
measuring 48 x 48 in. The image
has been used extensively in merchandising including on posters and
T-shirts. T-shirt is included. Signed
by the artist. Purchased at the 2002
Disneyana Convention. In very fine
condition. $2,000 - $4,000

518. “Mickey Mouse” Hawaiian Holiday painting by famed Disney
Design Group artist, Patty Landing. (Walt Disney World, 2002)
Accomplished in acrylic on canvas measuring 20 x 16 in. Purchased at the
2002 Disneyana Convention at Walt Disney World. Signed on the canvas
and on the back of the frame. Comes with receipt. Also includes Hawaiian
“Mickey” figurine. In very fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500

519. “Minnie Mouse” Hawaiian Holiday painting by famed Disney
Design Group artist, Patty Landing. (Walt Disney World, 2002)
Accomplished in acrylic on canvas measuring 20 x 16 in. Purchased at the
2002 Disneyana Convention at Walt Disney World. Signed on the canvas
and on the back of the frame. Comes with receipt. Also includes Hawaiian
”Minnie ” figurine. In very fine condition. $1,500 - $2,500
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520. Club 33 Limited Edition plate 25th Anniversary. (Disneyland,
1992) Only 333 produced and this is number 33! Personally signed by Emil
Kuri, artist on 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea and Mary Poppins. Measures 9.5
in. in diameter. In original box and never displayed. In very fine condition.
$500 - $800

523. Splash Mountain “Laughing Place” limited edition lithograph
by Charles Boyer. (Disneyland, 1989) To commemorate the opening of
Splash Mountain, Disneyland commissioned Charles Boyer to create this
beautiful limited edition numbered 2953/5000 and measuring 26 x 22
in. Signed by the artist. Comes with Disney cert. In very fine condition.
$100 - $200

521. Disney limited
edition bicentennial
figurine featuring
“Mickey”, “Goofy”
and “Donald”. (Walt
Disney, 1976) Rare
undamaged figurine
(Most were damaged
during shipping) measuring 9 x 7 in. Made
in Japan with “Walt
Disney Production”
stamp on bottom. In
very fine condition.
$100 - $200

524. Disneyland Pirates of the Caribbean limited edition lithograph
signed by Marc Davis. (Disneyland, 1994) Great images of Marc Davis
concept art, this limited-edition print entitled “Pirate Doggerel” measures
24.5 x 30.5 in. and is numbered 108/200. With Disney seal and cert. In
very fine condition. $300 - $500

522. “Donald Duck” 60th Anniversary logo illustration art. (Walt
Disney, 1994) Donald isn’t too happy about turning 60 in this wonderful
original logo artwork. Accomplished in acrylic and airbrush on artist board
with cel overlay measuring 22.5 x 24 in. Purchased at the Disney Auctions.
Comes with Disney cert. Unexamined out of frame. In very fine condition.
$800 - $2,000
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525. Toby Bluth signed limited edition giclée featuring “Mary
Poppins” and “Penguins”. (ca. 1990s) Signed by Julie Andrews.
Entitled, “Mary Poppins and Merry Penguins”. Edition: AP6/10. Measures
12 x 13.5 in. Comes with Cert. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
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526. Toby Bluth signed limited edition giclée featuring “Snow
White”. (ca. 1990s) Signed by “Snow White” model, Marge Champion.
Entitled, “Portrait of innocence”. Edition: AP6/7. Measures 14.5 x 17.5 in.
Comes with Cert. and photograph. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

529 Toby Bluth signed limited edition giclée featuring “Tinker
Bell”. (ca. 1990s) Signed by “Tinker Bell” model, Margaret Kerry. Entitled,
“Cute as a Button”. Edition: HC6/10. Measures 14.5 x 17.5 in. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

527. Toby Bluth (2) signed limited
edition giclées featuring “The Wicked
Witch” and “Dumbo”. (ca. 1990s)
“Face of Evil”. Remarqued by Toby Bluth.
Measures 13 x 16 in. “Baby Mine” Edition:
AP9/20. Comes with Cert. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

530. 20,000 Leagues Attraction fish prop from Walt Disney World. (Walt
Disney World, 1971) Hand painted plastic measuring 13 x 12 in. Small flaking
of paint. Otherwise, in fine park used condition. $200 - $300

528. Toby Bluth signed limited edition giclée featuring “Geppetto”
and “Pinocchio”. (ca. 1990s) Signed by “Pinocchio” voice actor, Dickie
Jones. Edition: AP7/10. Measures 13.5 x 17.5 in. In very fine condition.
$200 - $300
531. The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh Attraction (2) “Hunny”
Pots and (1) Bee Hive from Walt Disney World. (Walt Disney World,
1990s) Located along the ride queue, these cute props are made of painted
Resin and Metal. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300
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532. Ellen DeGeneres head and costume for
Universe of Energy - Ellen’s Energy Adventure at
Epcot. (Walt Disney World, 1996) Ellen’s Energy
Adventure starred Ellen DeGeneres, Bill Nye, Jamie Lee
Curtis, and Alex Trebek. It took a light-hearted look at
various energy resources. An animatronic figure of Ellen
DeGeneres appeared in the attraction. After it closed
in 2017, Ellen declared on her daytime talk show that
she wanted her robot back. For her birthday, Ellen was
surprised with the very item that is offered here. The
video of her horrified reaction went viral. The head and
clothing are from the attraction. They are displayed on
a mannequin for display purposes. The skin is made of
painted cast vinyl. A zipper runs along the back of the
head so that it can easily be placed over the animatronics.
In fine park used condition. $3,000 - $5,000

533. Disneyland Railroad excursion car
speaker and panel. (Disneyland, 1960s)
Railroad Excursion car panel is painted metal.
Railroad Excursion car speaker is incased in
a wood box measuring 8 x 6 in. Electronics
Untested. Comes with cert. Both in fine park
used condition. $900 - $1,500
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534. Lantern from the Mad Tea Party Attraction at Walt Disney
World. (Walt Disney World, 1990s) Constructed of cast fiberglass painted
orange with green trim measuring 19 x 18 in. Hung above the teacups. In
fine park used condition. $200 - $300
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535. “Shrunken Head”
prop from The Jungle
Cruise Attraction
at
Disneyland. (Disneyland,
1990s) Shrunken Head
from Trader Sam’s basket.
Made of pig skin head
with horse hair measuring
9 x 5 in. On stand. In
fine park used condition.
$500 - $800

538. Disneyland 25th
Anniversary Marching
Band cast member costume. (Disneyland, 1980)
4-piece ensemble consisting
of pants, shirt, belt and cap.
In fine park used condition.
$200 - $300

539. Disneyland
Fantasmic! cast
member costume.
(Walt Disney World,
1998)
2-piece
ensemble consisting of
pants and shirt. In fine
park used condition.
$100 - $200

536 “C3P0” mask
from Hollywood Studios
at Walt Disney World.
(Walt Disney World,
2000s) Head worn by
character performers at
Hollywood Studios for
meet and greets, stage
shows and the Star Wars
Weekend parade. Made
of painted plastic resin
measuring 10 x 8 in.
Eyes light up. In fine
park used condition.
$500 - $800

537. Disneyland custodial
pouch. (Disneyland 1960’s)
Custodial Pouch made of black
vinyl with a “Mickey Mouse”
patch. $100 - $200

540. Disneyland Star
Tours
cast
member shirt. (Disneyland,
2000’s) 1-piece ensemble
consisting of a shirt. In
fine park used condition.
$100 - $200
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541. Walt Disney
World Great Movie
Ride cast member costume. (Walt
Disney World, 1989)
3-piece
ensemble
consisting of pants,
shirt and cap. In fine
park used condition.
$200 - $300

544. Disneyland Monsters, Inc. Mike & Sulley to the Rescue! cast
member costume. (Walt Disney World, 2000’s) 3-piece ensemble consisting of pants, shirt and jacket. In fine park used condition. $200 - $300

542. Animal Kingdom
It’s Tough to be a Bug cast
member costume. (Walt
Disney World, 2000’s)
2-piece ensemble consisting of pants and shirt. In
fine park used condition.
$100 - $200

545. Walt Disney World “Cast Member of the Month” sign.
(Disneyland, 1990s) Reserved space parking sign for the Cast Member of
the Month. Screen print on metal measuring 12 x 18 in. In fine park
used condition. $100 - $200

546. Disney
Imagineers
“Mapo” sign.
(Disneyland,1960’s)
Mapo was the original name of Disney
Imagineering. This
Sign was used at
Imagineering offices
before it was renamed.
Screen print on metal
measuring 12 X 9 in. In
fine condition.
$100 - $200

543. Walt Disney World
Great Movie Ride cast
member costume (Walt
Disney World, 2000’s)
3-piece ensemble consisting
of pants, shirt and cap. In
fine park used condition.
$500 - $800
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550. “100 Years of Magic” banner
from Walt Disney World. (Walt Disney
World, 2001) Banner lights up. Made of
vinyl and LED lights measuring 48 x 18
in. Electronics untested. In fine park used
condition. $100 - $200
547. Walt Disney World Fort Wilderness Resort
and Campground attraction poster (Walt
Disney World, 1971) Featuring the now extinct
Fort Wilderness Railroad. Measures 45.5 x 15.5
in. In fine park used condition. $1,200 - $1,700

548. Walt Disney World “Hall of Presidents” sign. (Walt Disney
World, 1980s) Utility doors sign for stairway to the Hall of Presidents.
Screen print on metal measuring 12 x 18 in. In fine park used condition.
$100 - $200

551. Walt Disney World Star Wars Weekend sign. (Walt Disney World,
2000s) Printed composite sign. In fine park used condition. $100 - $200

549.
Disneyland
Imagineer parking
sign.
(Disneyland,
1990s)
Reserved
parking sign for WDI
Company Vehicles
Only. Screen print
on metal measuring
12 x 18 in. In fine
park used condition.
$100 - $200

552. The Haunted Mansion “Stretching Room” Portraits limited edition print signed by artist Marc Davis. (Disneyland, 2005) Edition of t00
from the Disney Gallery 1 of 500 Signed by Marc Davis. Matted and framed
by Disney measuring 44 x 36 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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553. Disneyland (2) It’s a Small World blueprints. (Disneyland, 1965) Extremely rare. Created for the move of It’s a Small World from the New York
World’s Fair to its permanent home at Disneyland. Measures 36 x 48 in. In good condition. $200 - $300

554. 1955 Disneyland park blueprint. (Disneyland,
1955) Extremely rare. Vintage original Blueprint of
an overview of the Disneyland theme park. With
a wet stamp dated May 9, 1955. Fragile with substantial damage on the right side. In fair condition.
$100 - $200

555. Disneyland Main Street original blue print.
(Disneyland, 1956) Extremely rare. Vintage original Blueprint
elevation view of a row of Main Street buildings including the
Penny Arcade. Fragile with tears along the bottom right and
left edge. Measures 24 x 36 in. In fair condition. $200 - $300
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